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Financial literacy
key to Hollenbach's
treasurer campaign
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Todd Hollenbach has an idea of taking politics to the people —
specifically college students — and, in tum, having them give back.
The Democratic candidate for state treasurer
stopped in Murray Tuesday and visited with
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn
1
to discuss an idea of utilizing business students to
analyze government facts and figures, minus any
partisan views.
Hollenbach's idea was one of several he discussed with the Ledger & Times.
He faces Republican challenger Melinda
Wheeler in the November General Election for the
Holionbach
office currently held, by Jonathan Miller. Miller is
not seeking re-election.
Hollenbach, a lawyer, said the idea of enlisting collegiate minds
is based on his platform of encouraging and educating Kentuckians
on a
on financial literacy. He said many interpret financial literacy
personal level, such as balancing a check book or learning about
refinancing a home or buying a car.
But he said people should have enough of an understanding of
finances on a larger level in order to he better informed of issues
such as economic incentives offered by the state for projects, such
as those issued to Peabody during a summer-long special session
battle in Frankfort.
'You'll have proponents and detractors. But people need numbers
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HISTORY COMES ALIVE! Tennesse
cco

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.(AP) — A political scandal that
has plagued Gov. Ernie Fletcher for more than two years continues
to be an overshadowing issue in his bid for re-election.
Democratic challenger Steve Beshear raised it
in his opening remarks and at points throughout a
televised debate on Wednesday evening, saying
Fletcher's political and legal troubles had hurt the
state from progressing during the past four years.
"Kentucky government today is in a state of
moral and ethical bankruptcy," Beshear told an
audience at Northern Kentucky University.
"We've had four years of scandal, we've had four
Fletcher
years of corruption, we've had four years of pardons and indictments, and people all over this state
are crying out for change."
Fletcher countered, however, saying that an
entrenched political attitude resulting from
decades of Democratic rule in Frankfort had hindered his first-term efforts. Fletcher, who was the
first Republican governor in more than 30 years,
called Beshear a Frankfort insider and blamed
Democratic politicians for many of Kentucky's
current problems.
"They fought me tooth and nail along the way
Beshear
because we began to unravel the tentacles of a system that had been there for years," Fletcher said, referring to
Democratic lawmakers. "They did everything they could to try to
stop us, but we kept our eye on the ball."
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toba
border
watch has
some hot
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The tobacco tax war has
reached a new high — or a new
low — depending on who you
talk
kSta
toie revenue officials are
telling Tennesseans that it's a
crime for anyone living in the
state to cross into Hazel or
Murray to purchase more than
two cartons of their favorite
cigarettes. If they do, they could
be arrested and their vehicles
seized for avoiding Volunteer
State taxes.
Albert Boyd, a Paris, Tenn.area resident who described the
requirement as a "sin tax" while
purchasing a few packs at the
Kentucky Check.Man gas station/convenience store, said the
new law probably won't affect
him because he rarely buys
more than a few packs at a time.
"They won't have much of a
problem with me on that, but I
still think it's dirty pool," Boyd
However Boyd was surprised by the new law recently
enacted by the Tennessee legislature to prevent the loss of tax
dollars to Kentucky and °diet
states.
"Whet
_• '?°"! TIN an
next?" he asked.
Tennessee has hiked taxes
on cigarettes more than 300
percent from just 20 cents per
pack to 62 cents and has taken
action to stop an anticipated
flight across the border to buy
cigarettes at a lower price in
Hazel, Murray and other cities
along the border in Kentucky
and seven other states.
According to an Associated
Press report, it is a misde:
meanor crime to purchase and
transport two cartons of cigarettes or more into Tennessee
without the state tax stamp, and
it's a felony to buy and transport 25 cartons or more.
Tennessee state revenue officials are also planning to conduct surveillance of tobacco
retailers in other states after a
reported drop in sales in stores
inside the state's borders
because they suspect smokers
are buying cigarette in neighboring states with cheaper
taxes.
Murray businessman Frank

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Gene Verbeet, left, founder and director of America Lives, a living history program for
a proCalifornia schools, is currently visiting Murray and Calloway County. He is presenting
l Army.
gram based upon Revolutionary War soldier Andrew Meloan who was in the Continenta
Hill, a tifth-cpade
Meloan is buried in the Murray City Cemetery. Pictured with Verbeet is Lucas
aludent Ir. Satims.Osvenverrs oases at Ce5oway0ountyhe East etiirevlbrAstry 601001.

Re-enactor tells about life of
local Revolutionary War soldier
Staff Report
The past has come to life this
week as Gene Verbeet, founder
and director of America Lives, a
living history program for
California schools, has been visiting Murray and Calloway
County. Verbeet has been spending time at local schools presenting a program that both
about
students
teaches
America's beginning and helps
to get them excited about history.
He said Tuesday afternoon
that he was glad to be in Murray
and looked forward to presenting his program to local students
at East and North Elementary
schools and Murray Middle
School, and for the public at the
Public
County
Calloway
Library. The library event is
scheduled for 6 tonight
(Thursday).
After having spent many
years teaching fifth grade in

Kern County, Calif., Verbeet,
56, decided there must be a way
to liven up the U.S. and
California history curriculums.
"I had taken a sabbatical for
several months and had traveled
to the East coast where I saw a
similar program. I was looking
for a good way to get students
excited about history, and I saw
this as a great way to teach history," he said. "I bought the uniform and then started looking
for someone to portray."
Verbeet said it was quite by
chance that he landed upon a
soldier with Murray ties.
"I was looking for someone
who had been from Maryland
and I wanted it to be someone
who was unknown — just a normal person. When I started
doing a lot of research and digging for information 1 came
across a soldier named Andrew
Meloan," he said.
That was back in 1986. After

years of studying, field testing
and traveling more than 10,000
miles conducting research,
America Lives began offering
lessons to the students of
California. In the last 20 years,
he and his wife, Teri, have presented his program to more than
within
students
70,000
California.
He said his "Andrew
Malone" was the first character
developed for the America
Lives project, and he based him
on the real Revolutionary War
soldier Andrew Meloan who
was in the Continental Army.
Verbeet said he searched the
records of the Maryland State
Historical Society and the
in
Archives
National
Washington, D.C., soldiers'
journals and writings and conducted extensive research to
bring to life the experiences of

•See Page 2A
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State council issues parent recommendations
Calloway school board's
Myers part of Parents
Advisory Council
The
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Commissioner's Parents Advisory Council
(CPAC), a group formed to advise the state
commissioner of education on policy issues,
has issued a set of recommendations to
improve family and community involvement in Kentucky's public schools, according to Lisa Gross with the Department of
Education.
The recommendations were recently presented to Interim Education Commissioner
Kevin Noland at CPAC's regular meeting in
Frankfort. The council's goal is for

Kentucky to become the first state in the
nation to set a standard for family and community involvement that is focused on student achievement.
Calloway County Board of Education
member Leeann Myers, who has been on the
council two terms and the past 18 months,
said Kentucky is "out in front again as it was
when it passed KERA a few years ago." She
said she would be presenting a report on the
initiative to the Calloway County Board of
Education and hoped to implement it in the
county.
'The program is set up somewhat similar
to CATS testing with areas to show where
districts currently stand and how they can
improve. It measures parents' hands-on
involvement."
Myers, who was the only council mem-

ber from this area, said the program can be a
unique tool to get more parents involved.
She said the report has been titled "The
Missing Piece of the Proficiency Puzzle."
In January 2007, CPAC developed a document called the Kentucky Family and
Community Involvement Guide to Student
Achievement. The guide outlined six objectives to help parents and other adults support
student achievement:
—Relationship-Buildiarg: School staff
build productive, personal relationships
with students' parents.
— Communications: Two-way information flows regularly between school staff
and parents about students' academic
achievement and individual needs.

•See Page 2A
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Murray Police Department
• At 8:35 am Wednesday a theft by deception report was made
at Murray Supply
• An injury accident occurred at the intersection of Eighth and
Chestnut streets at 11 50 a m According to a report by MPO,
Kurt R Janes of Mayfield was turning left into the Mr Gatti's
parking lot and turned into the path of a vehicle, driven by Telina
M Stanley of Murray. which was unable to slop
• The theft of a vehicle was reported at the Calloway Detention
Center at 1 54 p m
• A stolen wallet was reported at Fred's store at 5 47 p m
• A theft was reported at a residence on college Farm Road at
740 pm
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at 7 5ci p in at Cracker
Barrel
Murray State University Police Department
• Dillon Thweatt, no age listed, of Murray was cited at 2 p.m
Tuesday for theft of property lost or mislaid under $300 for possession of a MSU parking decal that had been reported stolen.
• A bicycle was reported stolen at 2:35 p.m. from Blackburn
Science Building A report of theft by unlawful taking under $300
was taken
- - Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies
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•Revolutionary War
The students suspend belief to
question and interact with
the common Continental ,.._,Andrew _Malone as if 0 were the
year 1782, he said. It is not until
dier.
"Meloan had applied for a the very end of the presentation
pension around 1830 and was that Verbeet -comes out of charrequired to write letters to the acter," introduces himself and
court and present other docu- discusses the experience in
ments during that application which the students have just
process. That's partly how I participated.
The real Meloan entered the
became attracted to him. The
paperwork told me a lot about war in 1775 and, after having
him," he said. "There was also a spent many years in the
copy of his family Bible with Maryland 2nd Regiment fighting the British. returned to his
personal information."
He said he never actually home in Cecil County, Md.
thought he would find anyone From there he traveled with his
related to him or find his grave. family finally settling in what
but a while back he was search- wos to become Murray, he
ing on the Internet for more remarked.
Verbeei said students enjoy
information about his charactei
and he found a distant Mali% e the program, but he explains to
of Meloan's in Texas who had them that the real Meloan would
posted information about the have looked, dressed and
from him.
soldier. He said they made con- sounded different
tact with each other and he 'The soldier would have-Steen
very poorly clothed and,
learned about Munay
Verbeet, who has been in because of the time period, you
listen caretown since last weekend, said, would have had to
"It's been great to he here, and fully to understand him when he
it's been great to see the real talked."
He said the real Meloan was
Andrew Meloan's grave.He said his program is pulled 21 years old when he enlisted
from various sources of infor- and he fought Mr lour years.
Meloan is buried in the
mation, but it is all factual inforMurray City Cemetery. A headmation from the time period.
His presentation is conduct- stone was recently erected in his
ed entirely in the first person. tumor.
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From Front

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

KEEP YOUR GUARD UP: Workmen with EFI Guardrail Contractors of Elizabethtown, Ky., install new railing in the low-shoulder area at the intersection of Johnson Boulevard and South 16th Street Wednesday afternoon. The new equipment was
installed as a safety precaution because of a very low depression on the west side of the roadway.
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and apprehend them.
"If revenue agents believe
that an individual is transporting
more than two cartons of cigarettes into Tennessee, the vehicle carrying the cigarettes will
be stopped and searched," Farr
said. "If more than two cartons
are found, the cigarettes will be
seized and agents have the discretion to make arrests and seize
the vehicle."
While businesses on the border may be losing money, the
cigarette tax increase is estimated to bring in an additional $228
million in annual revenue for
Tennessee which will reportedly
used to finance .oducagiata,
agricultural programs and medical trauma centers.

From Front

Hinton,owner of Hinton & Sons
Cash and Carry as well as
Discount Tobacco City and
Lottery stores, says he's more
than surprised by the new development and plans to take all the
action he can to counter it.
Hinton says he has also contacted Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington for legal
advice in how to deal with
Tennessee revenue officers
should they appear on his propTOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
erty.
"I don't know what is going The new Tennessee tobacco tax stamp can be seen on this
on.- Hinton said. "I don't know pack of Marlboro for sale at Mac's South of the Border store
if that will stand up in court with near Parryser, Tenn.
interstate commerce or riot. I
should know that the law
talked to David Harrington the the Associated Press that retailcigarettes- purchased
other day and he really don't ers on the border have seen requires
the state to bear a
think it's legal what they are tobacco profits plummet since outside of
Tennessee tobacco stamp."
talking about. I think it's just a the tax increase. "Tennessee
Store owners in Hazel said
hoax they are trying to perpe- retailers on the border are losing
have not seen the
trate just to keep people paying money." he said. "People are Friday they
From Front
new tobacco stamps.
the
over
mile
a
than
less
driving
Tennessee."
in
taxes
higher
report,
the
to
According
buyinstances,
some
in
border
Hinton
Even if it is legal.
— Decision-Making: School
taxes on tobacco products are
doesn't plan on providing any ing cigarettes and bringing them
We have to lower in all eight states that bor- staff encourage, support and
Tennessee.
into
back
assistance.
der Tennessee and the state pro- expect parents to be involved in
-They have no right in my put a stop to it."
poses to monitor all of them; school improvement monitoring
it
that
estimated
Hinton
stores and I will escort them
particularly in Missouri and and decisions.
out." Hinton said. "If it's the would cost Tennessee taxpayers
— Advocacy: School staff
monitor the Mississippi which have the two
federal revenue boys I'll allow more money to
to just take lowest tax rates in the nation; identify and support a parent or
them in, but if it's the Tennesses,, .activity that it would
18 cents and 17 cents, respec- other adult who takes personal
boys they have no right in my the loss.
Reagan Farr tively. The state had similar responsibility for a child's learnCommissioner
stores."
Tennesseans to problems when Tennessee didn't ing needs.
George Remus, owner of the said he wants
— Learning Opportunities:
out-of- have a lottery and when alcohol
purchased
tobacco
know
Hazel "C" Mart, said he can't
in other School staff ensure that families
lower
were
prices
contraconsidered
be
may
state
understand the thinking of the
have opportunities to support
band. Buying and transporting states.
tiOt LY WISE/Ledger tt Times
Tennessee legislature.
learning.
children's
revTennessee
and
Police
illegal.
only
not
is
"If I was a resident of large amounts
— Community Partnerships'
WATER LOTTA FUN!: Noah Mernss, a student in Rebecca
enue investigators will reportedbut is costing retailers money.
repmy
calling
be
I'd
Tennessee
partner with comCunningham's Murray Elementary kindergarten class, gets a
"As a result of this legisla- ly patrol the borders and may School staff
resentative and asking them
chance to spray the fire hose with help from Assistant Fire
even go across state lines to munity members to improve
to
travel
may
Tennesseans
tion.
going
is
'What in the world
Chief, Mike Sykes, during Wednesday's fire safety demonstraneighboring states to purchase track purchases. Officers report- student achievement.
on?" Remus said.
CPAC recommends that the
in order to avoid pay- edly not permitted to make
cigarettes
tion. October is Fire Prevention Month and the Murray Fire
David Remke,the lead invesof
Department
Kentucky
folcan
but
states,
other
in
arrest
schools
cigarette
area
for
Tennessee
planned
(the)
activities
ing
of
month
a
has
Department
Tennessee's
for
tigator
Education take four major
Tennessee
into
back
drivers
low
"Tennesseans
said.
Fan
tax,"
and Murray residents
Departmtnt of Revenue, told
actions to implement these
objectives:
— Set high expectations,
measure performance and report
progress, using the Kentucky
Community
and
Family
Involvement Guide to Student
Achievement as an audit tool.
— Help schools improve
54 Hiest
relationship-building and communications by adopting "customer satisfaction" training
541
modules for school districts,
making involvement data available publicly and establishing
k1urraN 11 s
community involvement advisory councils at school, district
and state levels.
— Provide resources and
support through recognition of
Hoed Mum., Budding
local achievement, research
materials and training.
— Build capacity through
liolid44 10
development for
professional
News"....
"Good
Hear the
parents, teachers, school officials and the community.
We meet at the corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday
Commissioner
Interim
Dr.(Refer to map)
Noland will share the recommendations with Department of
Education staff and the
Please call 753-3800 or 489-2207 for further
Kentucky Board of Education
information, transportation needs or answers
The council's report is available
10:00 a.m.
to your questions.
on the KDE Web site.
Sunday Bible Study
The Commissioner's Parent
a.m.
10:50
Worship
Sunday A.M.
Advisory Council was formed
Visit us online at
in 1999. Its 37 members are
6:00 p.m.
Sunday P.M. Worship
selected by the commissioner ot
7:00 p.m.
education and represent ethnic.
Monday thru Friday
gender and geographic diversity. The group meets four times a
year in Frankfort.

•Council ...

We are simply Christians without being members of any denomination.
We invite you to visit and study with us.
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Police searching for fugitive possibly
wanted in Texas death
PARIS. Ky.(AP) — Police using search dogs and a helicopter
have been unable to find a gunman who fired at a detective during
a drug investigation in central Kentucky. Paris Police Detective
Shannon Parks says it is possible the fugitive is William Greer,
, wanted for the murder of his girlfriend in Texas, although a positive
identification was not made.
Parks said there were a couple of positive hits from the tracking
canines, but the trail went cold. The man who fired at an officer
around midnight had been walking between buildings in a Paris
apartment complex and was dressed in camouflage. Greer had
recently been the object of a search in adjacent Scott County.
No organized search is planned Thursday, but Parks said all officers will be alerted to the situation.

Kentucky man conviCted of reckless
homicide of man dragged by car

• & Times
t-shoulmt was

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A man was cleared of murder but
convicted of reckless homicide Wednesday for the death of a man
who was dragged several blocks by a car and flung against a utility wire.
Thomas Sewastynowicz, 50, faces up to five years in prison for
causing the death of Anthony Graham in March 2006. The defense
argued that Graham was trying to rob Sewastynowicz and he drove
• away in self-defense.
Sewastynowicz, a recovering drug addict who was living in a
halfway house the night of the dragging, said he still agonizes over
Graham's death.
"Having to live with this, this has taken a toll," he said during
testimony before the jury decided on his sentence Wednesday. "I
still feel terrible today."
The jury recommended Sewastynowicz serve the maximum five
years for the reckless homicide convictio
Graham died after his body struck a up rt wire on a utility
pole when the car dragging him screeched • a stop. Sewastynowicz
ying he didn't
left the scene but went to police the next mo
know that Graham had been killed.

One suspect in fatal robbery
pleads guilty
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A Tennessee man has Pleaded
guilty to manslaughter and robbery in the death of an Owensboro
jewelry store owner.
Miguel A. Luna Velazquez, 25, of Madison, Tenn., received a
recommended 30 year prison sentence as part of Tuesday's plea
agreement. Velazquez originally was charged with capital murder.
Owensboro police believe Velazquez and three other men
entered The Jewelry Chest on March 23, 2tX)6 to rob the business
and fled after taking a ring from an employee and shooting store
Samuel Garrett, 57, once in the chest.
Others facing charges include Johnny Gama, 23, of Nashville,
Tenn.; Douglas Isaias Herrero, 26 of Nashville; and Douglas Isaias
Herrero, 26.
After the men were indicted last year. Commonwealth's
Attorney Jay Wethington said they would be eligible for the death
penalty. The other men are scheduled to appear for jury trials
throughout November and December.

Ky. appeals court asks high court to

decide airport question
—The Kentucky Court of Appeals has
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
asked the state Supreme Court to consider whether a Kentucky airport can be sued for the August 2006 deadly Comair plane crash.
A Supreme Court ruling on whether Blue Grass Airport has sovereign immunity insulating it from being held legally responsible in
the crash of Comair Flight 5191 could influence the 27 active cases
stemming from the crash. In a court filing Monday, the appeals
court recommended the Supreme Court weigh in on the matter in
"the interest of judicial economy."
A Fayette County judge ruled in August that the airport could not
be held legally responsible for the Aug. 27, 2006, crash that killed
49 people because it was part of the merged Lexington-Fayette
County government.
Kentucky's constitution protects counties from being sued without a waiver from the General Assembly, and that step has not herr'
taken in the Comair case.
This summer, the National Transportation Safety Board, the federal agency investigating the crash, placed the primary blame on
Comair's pilots for missing clues they were headed down the wrong
runway. The NTSB ruled the Federal Aviation Administration bore
lesser culpability for its failure to enforce earlier suggestions
requiring preflight runway checks.
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From Front

From Front

they can feel comfortable with
before contacting their legislators," Hollenbach explained.
"I'm not talking about Liking
sides."
He said the project would
involve business students
across Kentucky's college and
university campuses and would
provide them with valuable
experience.
"It's a work in progress,"
Hollenbach said of his proposal,
"but it's like a project with professors overseeing it and
crunching numbers to see what
they come up with. How will
this affect business development, jobs, other industries?
Then we'd get the information
out."
And should Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Steve
Beshear actually win in
November against Gov. Ernie
Fletcher and the issue of
expanded gaming is put on a
future ballot for Kentucky voters, Hollenbach said there will
be many figures from both
political sides on the issue that
voters would need to comprehend. An unbiased process
could help with that.
"It's a win-win," he said.
Another area of financial literacy he is eyeing is a scholarship program backed by local
banks and lending institutions.
all
explained
Hollenbach
Kentucky students interested
would have to learn then take a
test on financial literacy in
order to be awarded the scholarship. Those students would then
have to devote a certain amount
of hours to then educating others about financial literacy.
"It's alike an hourglass; you
start with many (students), then
it funnels to a few, then it broadens out on the other end,"
through educating communities, he said.
But first, Hollenbach must
win the voters in a down-ticket
race that has been highlighted
by the continual sparring
between Fletcher and Beshear.
Hollenbach's state treasurer
opponent'hes been-naming-von
the platform of actually doing
away with the office.. She has
noted that several other states
do not have an elected treasurer
and would advocate making the
position an appointed one.
Hollenbach said the positive
to the office is accountability.
"I think the way she's pushing this is that it'll save taxpayers," he said. "Her appeal may
be to (voters who are) anti-government, but what she's really
saying is that she wants to transfer the job to a bureaucracy and
expand it.
"What we're really talking
about is accountability," he
added. "Do people want someone who's accountable through
the electoral process or transferring it to what amounts to a
faceless bureaucracy. I don't
think Kentuckians want that."

The debate aired on WCP01'V in Cincinnati, WKYT-TV in
Lexington and WAVE-TV in
Louisville.
Fletcher and Beshear also
differed on hot-button topics
such as abortion, intelligent
design and whether Kentucky
voters should legalize casino
gambling.
Fletcher, an ordained Baptist
minister. said he opposes abortion rights and legalizing casino
gambling in Kentucky and supports the teaching of intelligent
design, which attributes the
existence of complex organisms
to an unidentified intelligent
cause, in schools.
Fletcher called Beshear's
plan for increasing state coffers
with money from casino gambling "fool's gold and false
promise" that will hurt families.
"It ruins families, it's not the
kind of Kentucky values we
want," Fletcher said.
Beshear, meanwhile, said he
supports casino gambling,
opposes the teaching of intelligent design in schools and

FRANKFORT. Ky. - The Kentucky Office of
Insurance (K01) is investigating reports that an
unidentified company is selling health insurance
in Kentucky without proper authorization.
A flyer, which has been faxed to consumers in
Kentucky, does not specify a company name but
offers a health care plan with monthly premiums
ranging from $199 for single coverage to $359 for
families. The flyer specifically states, "This is
health insurance - not discount healthcare!"

that the charges were politically
motivated.
On the campaign trail.
Beshear has been hammering
away at the Republican administration's hiring scandal In hjs
first television ad of the general
election campaign, Beshear
stands in front of the state
Capitol and vows "to finally
clean this place up." Earlier this
week. Beshear began airing a
TV ad featuring newspaper
headlines about the hiring scandal.
Fletcher has tried to frame
the election as a referendum on
casinos rather than on his first
term. He says Kentuckians who
don't want casinos should vote
for him, and that those who do
should support Beshear, a former lieutenant governor and
attorney general.
Beshear says taxes from casinos could help fund education,
health care, economic development and other initiatives. He
said Kentuckians already spend
huge amounts at casinos over
the state line in Indiana and
Illinois.

believes that abortion decisions
should be left up to individual
families, not the state.
"Abortion IS a tragedy anytime it happens, under any circumstances, and as governor,
I'm going to do everything I can
to make sure that women have
choices other than that."
Beshear said.
Political scientists said they
don't expect the debate to have
much impact on the governor's
race, which, according to two
polls,
news
organization
Beshear is leading by 17 to 20
percentage points.
watch
don't
"People
debates," said political scientist
Larry Sabato, director of the
Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia. "The
informed voters will be the only
ones watching. They tune in to
cheer for their sides."
Fletcher was indicted in 2005
on charges that he violated state
hiring laws in a scheme to
reward political supporters with
state jobs. The indictment was
later dropped in a negotiated
settlement whii prosecutors, and
Fletcher has since maintained
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Shaukat Ali, MD.

Eric Scowden. M D
FA C P

Steven McCullough D 0

Jawad Munir. MD

Our Team Just Keeps Getting Stronger
and is board certified in Internal
Medicine and Geriatric Medicine
and is board eligible in Nephrology.

We are excited to announce the
newest physician to join Western
Kentucky Kidney Specialists. Dr.
Jawad Munir becomes the latest
specialist to bring his talent and
dedication to our practice, and he is
booking appointments now.

Kidney
Kentucky
Western
Specialists, conveniently located in
the Marshall Neimer Pavilion next to
Lourdes Hospital, provides patients
with specialized care without having
to leave town.

Dr. Munir brings experience from
Barnes - Jewish Hospital in St. Louis

Western Kentucky

KIDNEY
SPECIALISTS

KOI investigating unauthorized insurance sales
KOI learned of the flyers from an insurance
agent in northern Kentucky.
An investigator with the KOI Consumer
Protection and Education Division called the number listed on the ad and was given conflicting
company names, none licensed to sell the product
in Kentucky.
Consumers who have received this solicitation
should call KOI at 1-800-595-6053 and ask for
Mark Boggs.

1532 Lone Oak Road, Suite 315• Paducah, KY •

270.538.5880

Visit us at our website: www.wkykidney.com
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10% OFF STOREW1DE

Excludes some items See store for details
5 Drawer Tool Cabinet
w/Chest

Select Savant Lighting
75% OFF Tag Prices
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SKU#2130797
Reg $10999

20% Off
In-Stock Wall
Gas Heaters

Ceiling Fans

Super Gas Log Saks
Oct. 511. 6 Only
Everything Must Goo,I
$300 Of*
liage
/Umber sc....$100 P9
C$MeNESSEN

"Serving You Since
1955 With Quality
Products And Service
You Deserve"

"Emerald" 15"
Fixed Track Kit w/2
Step Cylinders
SKU•3 1 04775
R. $I 9 99

SKU#74645
Rep $829

SALE $4999

SALE'4

Skil Reciprocating Saw
eD E LTA

SKU.2062453
R.9 $69 99

SALE $4999

SALE $1 599
SKIJIMVB301:3
Lest $35900
Sole $279.99

SALE $599

SKUI24991
Reg $5999

Fans
Industrial Drum
30" Owed Drive
42" Belt Drive
SKUNMVB42B
Ism $50700
Sol. $389.99

Poly/Steel Lawn Rak.

Skil 7-1/4" Circular Saw

SKU17129596
,
19
4
7
Reg 1699,
Fon Modes
SKURBCD5W
Rag $7 49
Sol* $3.99

:
1
SO017127129
Reg $4099 .

SALE $291

SALE $89"

Mosquito Magnet
"Liberty Plus"

Calling Fon
SKURCD4-1201W
Rog 567 99
Solo $52.99

Wheelbarrow:

20% Off
Extra 5% Off

In-Stock
Portable Fans

In-Stock Delta

.
RRAY
FilU
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Your Hardware, Liedtke! and Plumbing Prolessionak
pm • www.murraysupply.net
200-706 E. Main • Murray, KT • 270-753-3361 • His: M-F 7-5 p.m. Sat. 7-4

Voted
Calloway County's
Favorite Hardware
Store 3 Years
In A Row

4
.
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e-mail: aditior•stasaill0111611011k
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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Another bad
ranking for Ky.
Kentuckians can revel in being ranked No. 8 in
football, but it is not such good news to be
reminded that the state ranks second only to California in the amount of marijuana produced.
In fact, for years now, marijuana has been
thought to be Kentucky's biggest cash crop, bringing in probably $1 billion a year. No wonder law
enforcement doesn't get a lot of cooperation in
some parts of the state where it's grown. The
drug trade has always been attractive to folks who
are poor and without a lot of options. In cities
and in rural areas, that has been a fact of life for
a long time.
But even though the war on marijuana often
feels like an endless cat-and-mouse game, it's
important that the police continue to play it. Pot
may not be as much a threat to society as heroin,
for example. But criminal activity, including violence, surrounds it.
4f-state police and federal drug age-nti. decided
to ignore the hillsides of pot, then the national
forests could quickly become unwelcome grounds
for hikers, campers and other visitors. Already
there have been numerous reports of bullies with
guns warning nature lovers away.
So law enforcement must stay vigilant. Kentucky
has the right climate and soil, as well as large,
isolated pitches of land, so "winning the war"
isn't likely. But fighting it makes a positive difference.
In mid-September, 483 plants were seized from a
Bardstown home. The week before, 1,100 plants
were eradicated in Todd County. In late July, 342
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WASHINGTON TODAY
Da

By CHARLES BABINGTON
expansion and against the 2003
lies that can afford private insurance.
Medicare prescription drug benefit,
"Poor kids first," Bush said after vetowhich Bush embraced.
ing the bill.
-This is another example of out-of=
Bush's decision baffles and angers
control spending,- Chabot said of the
some Republican lawmakers who say
children's health insurance bill.
the administration should have picked a
Drawing the line on spending on the
less sympathetic program for an all-out ,
SCHIP bill, while the Iraq war rages
fight with Democrats.
on, is a matter of too little, too late, .
"He has been given advice that this
with too little explanation to voters, say.
is socialized medicine. Hardly.- Sen.
Republicans who oppose Bush's veto.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, told reporters
"It's a hard bill to explain,- espeWednesday. "I hope the folks at home
cially for those who oppose it, said
raise Cain."
Rep. Deborah Pryce of Ohio, one of
Such positions are precisely why so
45 House Republicans who voted for
many voters have grown disenchanted
with the Republican Party, a number of the $35 billion expansion. "It's partly
the president's fault," she said, for
Hatch's colleagues say.
doing too little to make his case to the
But Rep. Tom Feeney, R-Ha., said
in an interview that by aggressively, , public.
' --People still congratulate me for my
defending and explaining•
vote," Pryce said.
"there is an opportunity in the next
Bill Miller, a former House GOP
few months for the Republicans to
aide who now is the U.S. Chamber of
regain their brand."
Commerce's political director. said
-We can't win elections nationally if
Republicans have brought the dilemma
more Americans think Democrats are
on themselves.
more fiscally responsible than RepubliBush, he noted, "never vetoed any
cans." said Feeney, a target of Democratic radio ads attacking his support of 'orttkiie spending bills "during the first
six years of his presidency."
the veto.
He said polls that consistently show ,
Polls show that voters see Democrats
voters feel Democrats are better at
as better custodians of spending and
holding down spending "speaks volfiscal affairs. A recent ABC Newsumes.Washington Post poll found an overwhelming preference for Democrats
Republicans "are trying to figure out
over Republicans — by 52 percent to
ways to reinstate the belief that they
29 percent — when people were asked
are a more fiscally responsible party
which party • they trusted to do a better
than the Democrats,- Miller added.
job handling the federal budget deficit.
Democrats plan to spend months and
A number of Republican lawmakers
millions of dollars telling voters that
say their party has frittered away an
scaling back an expansion of the
important element of its heritage and
SCHIP program is hardly the way for
appeal.
Republicans to rediscover their old
groove.
"Spending has been too high under
Republican control and under DemocratR-Ohio,
Chabot,
Steve
Rep.
ic control,"
Charles Babington has covered polisaid in an interview. Like Feeney, he
tics in Washington for 14 years.
SCHIP
billion
$35
the
against
voted

Republicans should visit Vermont
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WASHINGTON (AP) — In backing
President Bush's veto of a children's
health bill. many Republicans feel their
party has picked the wrong issue to try
to regain its long-lost reputation as
guardian of prudent federal spending.
Democrats gleefully concur and are
pouring money, time and energy into
efforts to make GOP leaders pay dearly
for the decision.
Bush and most congressional Republicans say • they support an expansion of
the State Children's Health Insurance
Program, known as SCHIP. But they
want something considerably smaller
than the $35 billion. five-year increase
approved by the Democratic-led House
and Senate and vetoed Wednesday by
Bush.
Five dozen congressional Republicans
supported the bill, which would significantly expand subsidized health insurance for children in families earning
two or three times the federal poverty
rate. Most Republicans opposed it.
tumuli, he,JUSI: if Ill lt/Si and size.
plants were seized in Adair County.
Party leaders say the House will sustain
hipharmless
a
where
These were not situations
Bush's veto in two weeks.
The events have brought a long-simpie was growing pot for personal consumption, or
mering GOP debate to a full boil.
for a relative suffering from cancer. In fact, most
Some Republicans feel their party was
reports like these also involve seizures of firearms. foolish to let spending and deficits soar
-Wfill'eltUst"Wac president and RepubliSO"taw enforcement -must keep at- enforcing
cans controlled Congress for a dozen
no matter how frustrating their task may be.
years.
l
Courier-Journa
— The
Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla.. said in a
Louisville, Ky. recent Senate speech: "This will be the
sixth time since 1997 that the debt
limit has been raised."
-There is no system of economic
controls,- Coburn said. "My own party
did a lot to create this mess.Most Republican lawmakers have
backed Bush in arguing that tax cuts
and heavy spending on the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars are more important
than cutting federal spending overall.
The deficit, as a share of the economy,
they say. is not a 1(tige problem.
State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky 40601
Bush and his allies drew the line on
Room 329J Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
the proposed SCHIP expansion, saying
e-mail melvin henley Irc ky gov
it would subsidize middle-income famiState Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
40601
Ky
Frankfort,
Annex
Legislative Offices. Capitol
1-800-372-7181
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WOODSI1X.K. V.I. - The
Wall Street Journal, no left
wing publication, reports that
Republicans may soon lost
the votes of some economic
conservatives. In part, it's
because of the unending war
in Iraq and social policies
they don't like, hut they
might swallow hard and continue to vote Republican
anyway if GOP fiscal policies did not mimic the
Democrats when it comes to
the deficit and spending.
Maybe what the GOP
needs is a fall foliage trip to
Vermont where there is an
oasis in a desert of fossilized '60s liberalism. You
might not think so at first
glance because here, someone
seems to have pushed the
'pause' button on the Age
of Aquarius.
A trip to local bookstores
is like visiting Democratic
National Committee headquarters. No. that's not quite
accurate. It's more like visiting Move0worg headquarters.
Buttons that say 'Impeach
Cheney First" compete with
bumper stickers with messages like 'Freedom of Religion Means Freedom FROM
Religion' and 'Never Have
Sex with a Pro-Lifer."
The most conservative
book I could find was one
by Jimmy Carter. There are
•ErnbarrassMints" with a picture of President Bush on
the lid of the confection tin

I bought an Elvis Impersonation Kit just • for fun. You
get the idea.
President Bush has avoided Vermont during his presidency. but he might want to
consider leading a pilgnmage
of Republican candidates
back to a little hamlet just
down the road, which produced a Republican president
with ideas his party desperately needs.
That hamlet is Plymouth
Notch and that president was
Calvin Coolidge. Today's
Republicans seem to have an
identity crisis. Their focus
groups and pollsters have
been unable to tell them
what they believe. Sen. John
McCain is an Episcopalian
who wants to become a
Baptist. but won't 'convert'
until after the election, lest
it seem like opportunism.
Rudy Giuliani is pro-choice.
but promises to name judges
who interpret the Constitution
as written and doesn't care if
the Supreme Court overturns
Roe v. Wade. Fred Thompson believes the opposite of
what he said he believed a
vers short time ago. Ditto
Mitt Romney. Those GOP
candidates who have been
consistent in their convictions
- like former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee, Sen.
Sam Brownback and even
Rep. Ron Paul - are back in
the pack. Does that say
more about us than it does

them?
The president ought
to visit Vermont and
Cmilidge's
birth and
bunal place.
It looks
pretty much
the way it
did when
Coolidge
lived there
and visited By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
as president
Columnist
The state
and private
contnbutors (including me as
serve in an unpaid advisory capacity) have kept it that
way.
Coolidge has received a
had rap from historians like
Arthur Schlesinger Jr.. comedian Will Rogers and the
columnist H.L. Mencken. But
his wisdom survives precisely
because it transcends generations. At a time when people
are busy looking for 'new'
ideas, Coolidge - whom histonan Paul Johnson has
called the last president of
the 19th century - speaks
immutable truths.
On taxes, how could any
modern Republican improve
on this pearl from Coolidge:
'Collecting more taxes than
is absolutely necessary is
legalized robbery.'
In a rebuke to the 'progressives' who engage in

Cal's

Thoughts

—

class envy and class warfare,
while seeking to redistribute
other peoples wealth.
Coolidge instructs: "Don't
expect to build up the weak
by pulling down the strong."
There's something for the
"law and order" crowd that
might reduce the prison population and improve neighborhood safety: "I sometimes
wish that people would put
a little more emphasis upon
the observance of the law
than they do upon its
enforcement."
one of my personal
favorites is: "Industry, thrift
and self-control are not
sought because they create
wealth, hut because they create character.' Ah. character. ,
It was taught in Coolidge's ,
era. It has been largely
abandoned in ours.
Maybe that's why
Coolidge warned in his July
5. 1926 speech on the meaning of the Declaration of
Independence about the consequences of forgetting things
that matter most: "we cannot•
continue to enjoy the result,
if we neglect and abandon
the cause."
Yes, President Bush
should lead his fellow
Republicans to Vermont to
study the thoughts and principles of Calvin Coolidge.
though they might wish to
stay out of the bookstores.
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Ilelloatiss
Marcus Peal

•••••••

Paid Obituary

Marcus Peal. 84, Lynnville community, died Tuesday, Oct. 2,
200. at 7 p.m. at his home.
former Merit Clothing Macon Blankenship
litt
Retired from the
The funeral for Macon Blankenship Was today (Thursday) at 11
ICompany, Mayfield, he was an Army veteran of
World War ll and a member of Lynnville Baptist a.m. at First United Methodist Church. Rev. Richard Smith and Paul
Randolph officiated. Todd Hill was organist.
Church.
Active pallbearers were Brian Lovins, Morgan
Preceding him in death were his wife, Linda Sue
Harbin, Neal Buchanan, Michael Blankenship,
Dick Peal; one son, Danny Wayne Peal; his parents, Homer Lee and
Jeffery Blankenship and Denise Elsie, active;
Iva Downs Peal; two sisters, Dorothy Griffith and Velma Cagle; and
members of Christian Adult Sunday School Class
one brother, Jimmy Peal.
at First United Methodist Church, Mr. and Mrs.
Survivors include one son, Billie Peal, Lynnville; two sisters,
Tommy D. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Tip Miller, Mr.
Mrs. Robbie McReynolds, Mayfield, and Mrs. Virginia (Polly)
and Mrs. Allen Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bazzell
Cottrell, Clarksville, Tenn.; three brothers, Eugene Peal. Hazel,
and Dan Bazzell, honorary. Burial was in the
Bobby Peal, Martin. Tenn., and William Peal, Lynnville; one grandColdwater Church of Christ Cemetery with J.H.
child.
Blankenship Churchill Funeral Home in charge of arrangeThe funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Brown
ments.
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Philip Reed will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay for Life, do Pat
Pallbearers will be Ronnie Peal, Jerry Griffith, Donnie Peal,
Charles Cagle, Stevie Peal and Larry Cottrell. Burial will follow in Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071; Humane Society of
the Lynnville Baptist Church Cemetery with military honors by the Calloway County, 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071; or Wesley
Foundation at Murray State University, 1315 Payne St., Murray, KW
American Legion Post 26.
I.
4207
today
5
p.m.
after
home
Visitation will be at the funeral
Mr. Blankenship, 78, Murray, died Monday, Oct. I. 2007. at 7:25
(Thursday).
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired personnel director for the former Murray Division of the
Mrs. Lois Jean Davis
at
Company, he served three terms as a member of the Murray
2007,
Oct.
2.
Tappan
Tuesday,
died
79,
Benton,
Davis,
Mrs. Lois Jean
City Council. He was a member of Murray Rotary Club and First
6:25 p.m. at Marshall County Long Term Care, Benton.
A member of Union Ridge Baptist Church, United Methodist Church where he taught the Christian Adult
Aurora, she had retired as a nurses aide at Marshall Sunday School Class. He was also active in Boy Scouting, Girl
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Scouting and youth baseball leagues.
County Hospital, Benton.
Born Dec. 22, 1928, in Weakley County, Tenn., he was the son of
Preceding her in death were her parents,
Eugene Smith and Pauline Walston Smith, and the late Rev. Herschel P. Blankenship and Mary A. Woodruff
Blankenship. One sister, Naomi Blankenship, also preceded him in
three brothers.
Survivors include her husband, Richard Ervan death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Darnell Blankenship, to
Davis; two daughters, Mrs. Vickie Davis Taylor
one
and Mrs. Mickie Davis Taylor, both of Benton; whom he was married June 11, 1948 in Calloway County;
Mark
son,
one
David,
husband,
and
Buchanan
Davis
Beth
Mrs.
Davis,
daughter,
Keith
and
Paducah,
Davis,
two sons, Kenny
all of
Reidland; eight grandchildren; four great-grand- Blankenship and wife, Becky, and one sister, Mrs. Jane Hill,
Mich.. and Paul
Lansing,
Blankenship.
Blake
brothers,
two
Murray;
children.
Brian Lovins,
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Blankenship, DeWitt, Mich.; four grandchildren,
Neal Buchanan
and
Texas,
Houston,
Harbin.
Morgan
Ariz..
Phoenix,
Burial
officiate.
will
Keeling
Rev.
James
Benton.
Funeral Home,
and Bailey Blankenship, both of Murray; one great-grandchild,
will follow in the Calvert City Cemetery.
Cattarina Lovins, Phoenix.
today
p.m.
8
to
5
from
home
funeral
be
the
at
will
Visitation
(Thursday).

Authorities defend effort
to rescue 5 workers in
Colorado power plant fire

Joseph Linsey Stewart

The funeral for Joseph Linsey Stewart was today (Thursday) at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Josh Ketchum officiated.
Pallbearers were Jason Stewart, Kim Wilson,
Charles Holland, Peter Klien, Fred Nitz, Cyrus
Nichols and Joseph Ward. Burial will follow in the
Colo.
GEORGETOWN,
,
Massac Memory Gardens.
(AP) - When fire broke out
hydro•
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's deep undespiound at
electric plant in the Rockies,
Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Memphis, TN 38148-0552.
officials at the surface dropped a
Mr. Stewart, 88, Coldwater community, died Monday, Oct. I,
radio down to five trapped men
2007, at 7:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
in a tunnel and were relieved to
World
of
veteran
Navy
a
was
he
engineer,
mechanical
A retired
learn they were OK.
War II and attended Glendale Road Church of Christ.
But by the time emergency
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Lillian Ferguson crews reached them six hours
Stewart, his parents. Charles Webster and Retta Irene Boitnott later, they were dead.
On Wednegday, a day gter
Stewart, two sisters, Anna Locke and Jeannette Brown, and four
the tragedy more than 1,500 feet
Stewart.
Bill
and
brothers, Jewell, Herbert, Raymond
underground at Xcel Corp.'s
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma McManus Stewart; one Cabin Creek power plant, invesWilliams,
Cheryl
Mrs.
daughter,
one
son, Randy Stewart. Mayfield;
tigators struggled to figure out
what went wrong. Crews began
Columbia, Tenn.; four grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
to remove the workers' bodies.
The workers were identified
Joe Coleman Birdsong
as Donald Dejaynes, 43; Dupree
(Thursday)
today
be
will
Birdsong
Coleman
Joe
for
The funeral
Holt, 37; James St. Peters, 52;
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Gary Foster. 48; Anthony
Ryker Wilson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Aguirre, 18; all of California.
weren't
Matheny Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
hometowns
Their
immediately available.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
The men, whose bodies were
Mr. Birdsong, 74, Cadiz, died Tuesday, Oct. 2,
found scattered along a 200 foot
2007, at 5:12 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
length of the I2-foot-wide pipe,
A retired small business owner, he was a Navy veteran of the didn't have any burn marks,
Korean Conflict and a member of Dyers Baptist Church, Lansing, indicating that they probably
Ind.
died from the smoke and fumes
Preceding him in death were one daughter. Rita Birdsong, and from the chemical fire, Clear
Nay said.
one brother, Wayne Harrison (Shorty) Birdsong. Born Dec. 11, Creek undersheriff Stu
Authorities defended their
1932, in Golden Pond, he was the son of the late Troy L. Birdsong
and Essie Tyline Fulks Birdsong.
Survivors include one son, Joe C. Birdsong Jr., Cadiz; three sisters, Mrs. Carolyn Meredith and Mrs. Betty Stewart, both of Cadiz,
and Mrs. Linda Murdock, Murray; one brother, Jimmie Birdsong,

1

WASHINGTON (AP) - under the nulitiu-y code of jusCongress is moving to update a tice in some cases.
He said new guidelines for
law that has kept Blackwater
USA and other private security military commanders in Iraqcontractors in Iraq immune to probably will increase the numcriminal prosecution. The White ber of private security contracHouse contends the change tors who will face prosecution,
or discipline for violence.
could cause new problems.
Because Blackwater's pr-'
The House was expected to
pass legislation today by Rep. mary mission is to protect State'
David Price, D-N.C., that would Department officials, defense
extend the criminal jurisdiction lawyers probably would argue
of U.S. courts to any federal successfully that the current law
contractor working alongside does not pply.
At the same tinie, U.S. conmilitary operations. Senate
Democratic leaders said they tractors are immune from proseplanned to follow suit as soon as cution by Iraqi courts.
White House officials say
possible and send the measure to
they support increasing accountPresident Bush.
The legislation comes amid a ability of contractors abroad but
string of allegations involving worry that the House bill is too
Blackwater employees hired by vague and may go too far. An
statement
the State Department to protect administration
Wednesday said the bill wou14
diplomatic personnel in Iraq.
- In one case, a drunk... have "unintended and intoleraBlackwater employee left a ble consequences for crucial and
Christmas Eve party in Baghdad necessary national security
and fatally shot the guard of one activities and operations."
But the statement did not.
of Iraq's vice presidents. The
contractor was fired, fined and explain further or give examples
returned home to the United on how the bill would affect
States; no charges have been national security. The White'
House referred questions to the
filed.
More recently, Blackwater Justice Department, which.
guards were involved in a Sept. declined comment.
The White House also cited
16 shootout that left 11 Iraqis
concerns with-"itretching FBI
dead. The FBI is investigating.
It is unclear whether charges resources by mandating that the;
can be brought against any of agency conduct investigations
the contractors. Federal officials overseas. Also, officials said
cite murky laws governing the they feared the military dould bet
conduct of U.S. personnel overtaxed if required to support,
abroad not hired directly by the criminal investigations led bY
military. The current law, the the Justice Department.
In a statement, Price said the
Extraterritorial
Military
Jurisdiction Act, covers person- White House's objections wens
nel supporting the mission of unfounded and "should infuriate
'
Defense Department operations anyone who believes in the rule.
of law.
overseas.
"The fact is the administraDefense Secretary Robert
Gates told reporters traveling tion has an embarrassing track
with him in South America that record for investigating and
a Pentagon review team has rec- prosecuting misconduct by conommended the military have tractors working in our name."
more control over contractors Price said.
and private security guards fall

rescue efforts, saying smoke, the
complexities of the 4,000-foot
tUillbel.s delligt1 and uncertainties
about the dangers prevented
them from going in after the
men for more than 3 1/2 hours
after the blaze broke out.
"We didn't know what was
causing the fire, what was feeding the fire," Nay said. "You
never know, when you're dealing with airflow and the intensity of the fire where we're facing
a backdraft situation, what we're
running into."
He added: "It's dangerous
work. We can't afford to have
someone else go in and complicate the problem."
The blaze erupted when a
machine used by the workers to
coat the tunnel with a mixture of
paint and epoxy caught fire,
Xcel Energy spokeswoman
Ethnic Groves said.
Nay said the mixture is kept
in a hopper to warm it up so will
flow throw a sprayer. He said
they were having problems
spraying it so they added a solvent to the hopper and the hopper's heating element inadvertently turned on, igniting the
vapors.
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1Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
, 1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
.. .. 2. Stylish drapery hardware.
Beautihil custom bedding.
,
4. Custom upholster/ ,arra 11 s ema,,Jone ft, tone,
S. Interior design services designed to lit your budget , aneFiar ftW,
From design to fabrication to professional installatton, your work is done'
in house by our friendly staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourseM
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Mrs. Mamie Jo Barnes Burkeen
A private family burial for Mrs. Mamie Jo Barnes Burkeen will
be today (Thursday) at the Mullinax Cemetery with Rev. Steve
Seaford officiating.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton, is in charge of
arrangements. Condolences may be sent online to www.filbeck-

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones hid. Avg. -13161.4.6.7
_95.02 + 0.24
Air Products
.42.06 + 0.14
AT&T,inc.
41.75 + 0.17
BB&T
25.65 + 0-10
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 29.95 + 0.21
77.59 • 0.97
Cites run Texaco Corp 90.60 - 0.101
Daimler Chrysler ....102.73 + 0.19
26.07 - 0.01
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_8.32 • 0.11
Ford Motor
41.5;-General Electric
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68.93 + 0.20
Goodrich
Goodyear ....---.______29.36 • 0.42
15.36 B 15.46 A
HopFed Bank
1 B M .........................115.62 - 0.78

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. - MURRAY
753-1725-1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Fall Is For Planting
*Chrysanthemums
*Icicle Pansies
*Kale & Cabbage
*Trees & Shrubs

-Just
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

•

•-•
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Intel
28 ;9• 0.11
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Mattel
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Microsoft .
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Pepsico,
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Regions Financial
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Tulip & Daffodil Bulb!
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7.00
$10.00 '

16" Large Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited
A Large Unlimited Topping Pizza
3 16" Unlimited
3 Medium 3 Topping Each

4° STOCK MARKET REPORT

Hopkinsville.

cannking.com.
Mrs. Burkeen, 71. Benton, died Monday. Oct. 1, 2007, at 5:15
a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of New Hope Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Buddy Barnes; her
sisters,
parents, One C. Gipson and Lillian Devine Gipson; two
(Puncher)
Paul
brothers,
two
Vogel;
Katherine
and
Louise Owen
Gipson and Dub Gipson.
Survivors include her husband, Cletus Burkeen; four daughters,
and Mrs.
Mrs. Donna Reed, Benton, Mrs. Mary Cox. Lyon County,
sons,
two
Hardin;
of
both
Crass,
Rosa
Mrs.
and
Gipson
Betty Barnes
Benton;
Larry (BOBO) Barnes and Jimmy Dale Burkeen. both of
Jimmie Sue
three sisters, Mrs. Patricia Carol Thompson and Mrs.
Higgins,
Chance, both of Calvert City, and Mrs. Bobbie Jean
Benton.
Livingston
She is also survived by three brothers, Kenny Gipson,
both of
Gipson,
Rudell
and
Gipson
(Goober)
Harold
and
County,
Barnes,
Paul
McDonald.
Herman
Benton; four brothers-in-law, Carl
Mrs.
John Ed Barnes and Joe Pete Barnes; one sister-in-law,
several
ldren:
great-grandchi
17
Kathleen Cox; 13 grandchildren:
nieces and nephews.

Blackwater USA incident
prompts change in law
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Aurora Country Festival
scheduled for the weekend

Blessing of the Animals will be at local church
1 his scar marks the tenth anniversary for the Blessing of
the Animals that is held each year in the Memorial Garden of
St John's Episcopal Church. 1620 W... Main St.. Murray.
the esent that celebrates the Feast Day of St. Francis, 12th
v entury patron saint of animals, will he Sunday from 4 to 5
The community is invited to bring pets on leashes or in
'ages to receise: individual blessings from the Rev. David Sim[Doris. rector of St. John's.
Owners may also bring a photo if their animal does not liV
crowds or is unwell.
In the 'past. animals have included lizards, goldfish, a snake.
once, a horse.
A chinchilla, hamsters, and guinea pigs, and
But the majority of pets arc, not surprisingly, dogs and cats - quite diverse in themselves.
The event joins thousands of others from that held in the
largest Gothic cathedral in the world, St. John the Divine in
New York City. to those in churches in small towns, to parks.
gardens and the rural countryside all over the world to honor
the man who believed that all creatures should live in harmony with the earth and with one another. It is a reminder that
all 01 life is connected.
Following the service, refreshments for both pets and their
,.vv nets will he served in the Memorial Garden.
St. John's Garden was designed by David Slawson. built
ith mostly volunteer labor, and dedicated in 1997. The Blessiii' of the,Aminals was begun by the Rev. Carolyn West, former vicar. and has gained in popularity every year since. In
die case of ram. it will he held in the parish hall of the
liiiR Ii
I he community is invited to attend.

will he
The Aurora Country Festival
Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 9 aJla.
for
to 5 p.m. This will be the 30th year
and
the celebration with arts and crafts
food vendors.
will be
The third annual talent contest
p.m.
Friday. The parade will begin at 1
Games
on Saturday in downtown Aurora.
demonstrators, juried crafts, Bingo, free
entertainment, food concessions, free parkchiling, Sorghum Squeezin' & Cookin and
lo's
feadren's area with 25 activities will be
Datebook tured.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Art Guild offering classes
Editor
Murray Art Guild is offering several weava Day for Adults
ing workshops this month. Weave A Scarf in
will be &tirwill be Saturday and Scarf in a Day for Youth
for Adults will
ing fall break on Tuesday. Beginning Weaving
9 a.m. to p.m..
be Oct. 12 from 6 to 9 p.m., Oct. 13 from
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Oct. 26 from 6 to 9 p.m. and Oct. 27 from 9
and materials
workshops
the
for
necessary
is
experience
No
contact
information
more
For
supplied.
are
started
for getting
the guild at 753-4059 or murrayartguild.org.
Photo provided
Pictured are Dr. Jean Lorrah with her cat in her lap and her
dog being blessed by the Rev. David Simons, rector of St.
John's Episcopal Church.

Reunion of Veterans of 480th company held at state park

supper
Bethel Methodist Church plans
on Ky. 1483 or

Bethel United Methodist Church, located
with all trimBethel Road, will have a ham and bean supper
offering
mings, dessert and drink on Friday at 6 p.m. A love
roof for the
will be accepted with funds to go toward a new
church. The public is invited.

Warford party Saturday

will be
The 90th birthday party for Mrs. Thelma Warford
on
Saturday instead of Sunday as listed in the story published
Wednesday. The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the weland
come center of First Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives
friends are invited. Guests are asked to not bring gifts.

cier,ins of the 48011t Sepal sae Meths al Collection Company held a reunion Aug. 31
aikl Sept. 1 and 2 for the 62nd
sear af Kenlake State Resort
Palk
- Attending were Bernard
Oise Johnson. John T. Davis,
Dug Hester. Lowell Key. Robert
Collier. Willis Reddington and
Alton Ilaghes who are seven
oi the 12 lii mg veterans out
of 126 members of the comWot Id War IL
pans
only three states, Kentucky.
Indiana and Virginia. were repicsemed. Rachel Adams of Cunningham. aidow of Robert
Main', was among friends and
lamily attending
The company landed in(ilasgood, England, then on to France

Hazel Parade accepts entries

The Hazel Celebration Parade: "Homemade - Hazel Style"
at 9
will be Saturday at 10 a.m, with parade line-up to start
is
a.m. at Hazel Cemetery on North Third St. Pre-registration
not required. First, second and third place trophies will be
awarded. Churches, community groups, children, clubs and nonprofit organizations are encouraged to participate. For information call Linda Harding at 753-9139.

Hazel Methodists plan event

Hazel United Methodist Church will have a pancake breakfast for Hazel Day on Saturday from 8 to 10 a.m, in the
church basement. The public is invited.

meet
New Beginnings willSaturday
at 6:30
New Beginnings will meet

1,,.1111!.

11

Omaha

?team-

'
. %% bile in the arms. the group
Belgium. Lux cinhow. German) and Au.W1%1:4111 I t.iii:e.

kl ( hti,tmas time. the

r

C111 11, Belgium s
NJ's ,
Argonne Forest to help the
First Anny WM h was trapped
by the Germans
the c pans sets ed under

.1'11Mp

Photo provided

Attending the Army reunion at Kenlake State Resort Park were, from left, front row, Bernard
Willis
Dave Johnson, John T. Davis. Dug Hester, back row, Lowell Key. Robert Colier,
Reddington and Alton Hughes.
While the group was in Lintz, at home the war ended in the
Gen. George Patton•s Third
was
Amy. The company evacuat- Austria, the war ended in Pacific where the company
sent for furet! 26.1XX1 patients and 40,0(X) Europe. Members were sent supposed to be
home on furlough and while ther service.
concentration camp survivors

Radke named as junior
Circuit Court Clerk
Avery announces change maid at Mississippi State
STARKVILLE. Miss. -scheduled for Oct 30 will be
Radke of Murray, Ky.. is
Came
rescheduled.
Questions concerning this one of two junior maids for the
at
Homecoming
cancellation should be direct- 2007
ed to the license examiner who Mississippi State University,
may he reached by calling 753- Starkville.
2714 on Tuesday or Wednes1111,11r On I his liMe.
Crowning of the queen, as
day from ft to 10.30 a.m.
Ii lest, pre% 101.1,d
well as presentation of her court
The Calloway Circuit Clerk's
•
•
and the new Mr. and Miss MSU.
•
office, including the driver's
halftime
nil Registered
license department. will he open will take place dunng
•
football
afternoon
•
Saturday's
of
30.
Oct.
on
usual
as
Bridal Couples:
•
The absence of the exam- game between the Bulldogs and
•
•
iners will not effect issuance the University of Alabama of
•
Susan Orr
•
• of renewal or duplicate dri- Birmingham Blazers at Scott
• & Richard Burkeen
er's licenses.
Field at Davis Wade Stadium.
•
Normal operating hours for
Eleanor Mills
Radke, an accounting major, is
•
the Clerk's office are Monday
& Chris Spry
daughter of Paul and
the
through Thursday from X a.m.
Rosanne Radke ot Murray.
from
Friday
and
p.m.
5:30
to
Williams
Rebecca
Crystal Collier of Jackson.
•
It a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
& Clint Stewart
•
Miss . is the other junior maid
•
Julie Pntchard
I NM BE MN
It
& Damon C ohoon
I intla Asery, Calloway Cirtot ('lei I.. has 41111101Inced that
the diuser's license permit test
all not he given on Tuesday.
11i All license examiners
110
is ill he attending in-service

•

•
•

Nikki leter
& fared Wilbanks

•
•
•
•
0•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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!outlier Gentry
& Jeff Tucker
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Cystic Fibrosis Walk scheduled

The Murray Great Strides Cystic Fibrosis Walk will be Saturday at Murray-Calloway County Chestnut Park. Sign-in will
be at 9 a.m, with the walk starting at 9:30 a.m. More teams
are needed to help with this special event. If you are interested in starting a team or would like to donate, contact Mary
P'Pool at 1-800-526-8126. Corporate sponsorships are available.

MHS Club will have fundraiser

The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray, will
have Bingo Saturday. A portion of the proceeds will benefit
the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will
open at 4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin
at 6 p.m.

Jones reunion planned Sunday

The Jones Family of Pleasant Hill community of LBL will
have a reunion on Saturday at 2 p.m. at Fenton area on US
68 just across Eggner's Ferry bndge. A potluck meal will be
served at 4 p.m.

Barnett Cemetery plans homecoming
in Cal-

Barnett Cemetery, located on Poplar Spring Drive
loway County, will have its annual homecoming on Saturday
with a short business meeting at 11:30 a.m. and a potluck
meal to be served at noon. Donations will be taken for the
maintenance of the cemetery. Those unable to attend may send
their donations to Hazel Jean Brandon, 1603 Keenland, Murray, KY 42071 or Dale Campbell. 1506 Melrose, Murray, KY
42071.

*

.isev ()mason
& Bart Pea( 1)

p.m_ at

side Baptist Church. For information call 753-0156.

Easiish Chem*, .

New Concord meeting Saturday

Carrie Radke

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday.4 p.m., closed.
no smoking. !2 & 12 Study:
Monday. 6 p.m closed, no
smoking. It p.m. open: Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday. II a.m. closed.
no smoking, 6 p.m., closed,
ladies meeting, It p.m., smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking: Friday, 8 p.m. open,
smoking: Fnday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking. new corners: Saturday. 8 p.m. open. smoking.
speaker meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.

A meeting for all the residents of the New Concord community will be Saturday at 9 a.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. This will consist of a full update on the status of
the new CCFR Station 11 and a review of the plans and needs
to get in place. Fundraising and volunteer recruiting efforts are
underway. Donations may be made at the meeting or mailed
to CCFR #11. P.O. Box 612. Murray, KY 42071. Everyone in
the community is urged to attend.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Liberty Boys, Ray Mathis and Jim Snyder. There is
no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com.

Genealogical society to meet

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at
11 a.m. at Ashbury Cemetery with Dennis Crawford explaining the mapping of the cemetery. Those needing directions or
a ride to the cemetery call Susan O'Neill at 767-9062.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program.
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriner% sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shnne Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Capps named Rotary Student of the Month for Murray High School
Cohn Capps, a Murray High
School senior who was recently selected as the 2007 Mr.
Murray High during the senior class assembly, was selected as the Rotary Club September Student of the Month
by MHS faculty members.
Capps said he is extremely
'honored to be chosen for this
%ward.
'• "Being chosen shows that my
'leachers have recognized all
the work I've put into my four
1.years in high school," he said.
nit's a great feeling when hard
ework is rewarded."

As a student in numerous
Advanced Placement classes
including Spanish, English, Calculus, and Government and
Politics, Capps is confident
these classes are preparing him
for the workload and the necessary study habits essential
for college level classes.
-These courses also allow
students to test to receive college credit for their work and
that will greatly benefit me if
I can capitalize on that opportunity."
An
man-

agement/administration career
professional, Capps is currently considering Murray State
University, University of Kentucky and the University of
Arkansas as college choices.
"Eventually I also plan on pursuing my masters in business
administration," he said. "Professionally, I hope to be able
to move up the corporate ladder and attain a position of
leadership in a large company."
A member of the MHS Golf
Team, Beta Club and Spanish

Club president, Capps' busy
schedule keeps him on track.
"I keep a calendar of things I
have to do and make sure I
get them all done," he said.
-This balancing of work, school
and everything else I have to
do is just more preparation for
college life. I just stay organized and keep working sure it
all gets done."
The 200'7 "Best All Around,"
senior superlative recipient and
member of National Honors
Society, Capps said this honor
adds more value to being a MHS

tiger. "Being a student at Murray High means you're at a great
school with lots of other great
students," he said. "Being a tiger
is what makes all or this excitMg."
Debbie Burgess, MHS Foreign Language advisor, said
"Colin is a wonderful student
who enjoys learning, both in
and outside the classroom. "We
are fortunate to have his leadership in the Spanish Club and
in the classroom."
Capps is the son of Dr. Hal
and Allyce Capps of Murray.
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The local section of the
,American Chemical Society is
seeking nominations for its
2007 Chemistry Teacher of the
Year Award,
Nominees should reside or
work in West Tennessee, Western Kentucky or Massac County, Ill.
Those wishing to submit
"nominations should send a brief
"essay describing the nominee's
outstanding
qualifications,
efforts and successes as a chemistry
teacher
to
larry,
bigham@kcccs.edu.
' Nominations s may be submitted by students, alumni,
administrators and fellow teachers. The deadline for nominations is Monday, Oct. 8.
The winning teacher will be
recognized at the National
'Chemistry Week celebration at
UT Martin on Oct. 25.
Recognition will include
presentation of an award plaque,
monetary prize and automatic
nomination for the southeast
Region American Chemical
Society Teacher of the Year
Award, 2008.
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Fremont
Storm Door
•May be Special Order
in some stores #103088
*Matte white finish *Ufebme limited warranty
020171

32" Fremont Worm Door #103087

In-stock & Special Order

& IN-STOCK STORM DOORS

Guaranteed 72-hour
installation on ALL
in-stock dishwashers

ENERGY STAR® zaimra/,
major appliances'
+ free next-day delivery and haul-away via mail-in rebate'

In-stock
dishwashers
installed by
our licensed
professionals within
72 hours, Monday
through Friday.
See store for details.

was $36
Peerless Core Acrylic La/story Faucet
*Single handle *Lifetime limited warranty
062634
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9.96 inches
, Murray's rainfall for the first
'nine months of 2007 is 9.96
inches below the average of
19:86 inches, according to John
Ed Scott, local official government weather observer. The
average for this year is 29.90
'inches.
Rainfall for the month was
.25 on Sept. 4, .02 on Sept.
.'6, .18 on Sept. 6, .38 on Sept.
7, .10 on Sept. 8, .26 on Sept.
9, .04 on Sept. 10, 1.04 on
Sept. I 1, .19 on Sept. 14,
.19 on Sept. 25, .51 on Sept.
'26, and .74 on Sept. 27.
• Thunder was recorded on
Sept. 4, 7, 10, II, 26 and 27.
The high temperature for
the month was 93 degrees on
Sept. 2, 3 and 4 and the low
temperature for the month was
,51 degrees on Sept. 15.
,,• Average temperatures for the
,,month were a high of 86 degrees
And a low of 63 degrees.
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if paid in full within 12 months on any

*Major Appliance
*Kitchen Cabinet or Countertop
'Flooring
*Window Treatment Purchase
SPECIAL VALUES FOR 5 DAYS ONLY 1014107-1O/8107

Of $299 or more made on your Lowe's
Consumer Credit Card 10/4/07 through 11/4/07

PLUS FREE SHIPPING ON ALL SPECIAL ORDER PRODUCTS

John Harris
Moore
•

Mr. and Mrs. John P. Moore
of Wells Purdom Rd., Almo,
are the parents of a son, John
Harris Moore, born on Tuesday. Sept. 25, 2007, at 11:18
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
6 ounces and measured 18 1/2
niches. The mother is the former Jada A. Johnson. Three
sisters are Amber. Courtney
and Trinity Owen.
Grandparents are Ray and
Linda Moore, Eddyville, Patty
,Beach, Murray, Bill and Kay
Parris, Paducah, Glenda Johnson, New Concord, Ralph
Moore, Paducah, and Joe Pat
Johnson, Hemit, Calif.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

LERER&TIMES

31c-C 2-Cycle Mower/ Vacuum
*205 MPH/421 CFM #104662

SPECIAL

ALL GRASS SEED
15 LBS. OR LARGER
biecowe taken e register. Gannet be combined wen any other flooring paresreolt oars
w wolfed to prtor worries Offer wed tO/4107-10727/07 see store for details.

US

VALUE!
$248 40 lbs
OUIKRETE• Concrete Mix
*Great tor building sidewalks patios. steps
floors, and curbs 004030

now

•

$9997
was $128

Jrt

2.8 Cu. Ft. whit* Rohigerstor #235867
2_8 Cu. Ft Black Reldgerstor 0235869 080.97

12', 13", 16, 17" Beige Ceramic Tile
*Selection varies by market 065338,188333,
49050, 66396, 143473, 100788

13 Watt Mini-Spiral Light Bulbs
*Equivalent to 60-watt
incandescent bulb #146558

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
Peas rrey vary alt. 1618107 tare are mange vanabons Was' prres n ths e3it/inane/4 woe n effect on 9274)7, and may vay based L.n Lowe s Everyday Low Pnce precy See store to detais regerdng tmkv wJawilies We reserw the NM to
In* quantities. 'Apples to wi alse receipt in-store Max Afplence. Kitchen Cabe* or Cotebtriop. Rooeng. or Wn:low Treatment pirchsse ot 5299 or mere made 1010/07 though A/07 on a Lowe's tlxssorse Credit Card account No
morel* payments *1 5.rooted and no trance charges wi be assessed on this promotional pucteee 4 qou pay We lolowing is kit Mewl 12 months:(1) We promotional purchase anicunt, and (2) any related optional credit insurtrooaciebt
cancellation denies it you clo not. trance delis*45.assessed on the prornollonel pircharse emote from the Weed the purchase and monthy payments wer be required. Standard account terms apply to non promobOnal CurChaseS
APR a 21 99% Min.'name cdwge is 51.03 Mar mute be requesled at time 01 purchase Ciller is subject to credt approval. Excludes Lowe's &Airless Credit Accounts, Lowe's Project Care Accounts, and Lowe's® Visa* Accounts Al
nstaleban "awes are
by Lowe's setranty See Insteixl Sales contract for detais. Prolessional nstalation available through licensed rndependent subcontractors Lowe's contractor license numbers 5K*28341. AL45273,
AZO45OC195516. CAlet3295. CT0558162, FLOCOCt503417, Id Contradoes License No.. C 23784 see store IL Minter 0058-100140 IL Roofing 0104014837. LA Master Plumber 01440 WSPS. MD0 91680.50931, M102101146786.
Lowe's Horne Centers. Inc.. 6122'Fr Drke North, Setae Cteek. 1849914.99 Plurnbng see slue. MArt84381, NVe2-45450, Brooklyn, MO/1162261 Staten Island NY01 '60554, Suflolk County. NY030182-H1. Putnam County NY0PC.2-42014447 and Texas State Pluebing License Number Available Upon Request. VA02701-0.36596A, WAll962BN N0030316. Washington f2iC 4100594.()GRA* 52185 530065,19 5285
A, 1W11 59293 - 59296,0130144017, 1NI3070: TX 1'
565.4.52185-53016552, 52185-53308557, 52185-53308533, 52185-53006534. 52185-53006541, 52185-53008543. 52185-53306E37, 52185-53006544- Water heater installation Oar expansion link S required by local code 4 wit be
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Flutist Hanson to present recita
at the Performing Arts Hall

I

Flutist Sarah Beth Hanson
from the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra will be featured in
a recital with Murray State
University faculty members
and
Mazzoni
Matthew
Stephanie Rea at 2 p.m. on
Sunday in the Performing Arts
Hall on the campus of Murray State University.
Hanson will perform classical flute music for flute and
piano including variations on
the opera "Camien." The performance is free to the public
and a master class featuring
flute students at Murray State
will follow the recital. Any
musician or music enthusiast
is invited to observe the master class.
Hanson holds the piccolo
position with the Memphis
Symphony. Before joining the

fit

Southern Grit: Two Perspectives
I
Photography by Earl Warren, Jr. and JIII Whites°I

now resides in South Fulton.
Tenn., where _ he .still shoots
photographs apd occasionally
writes short stories and produbes
radio features.
Jill Whitesell's interest in
photography was kindled while
studying photojournalism and
an at MSU. After 23 years of
using the camera in a family
environment, she began shooting and pnnting digital photos
as a purely creative outlet. On
her first try, she won second
place in the 2005 Paducah
Summer Festival Photo Competition, and has continuously

Baxter, in 2005, to sign his
Staff Report
publishing deal as a staff
first
Nashville songwriter Brent
songwriter for Major Bob
Baxter, who penned "Monday
Music.
Morning Church" for Alan JackA native of Batesville, Ark.,
son's 2004 project "What I
short
Do," will be the guest speak- Baxter grew up writing
songer at the October meeting of stores, but didn't discover
the West Kentucky Chapter of writing until he was a sophoUnithe Nashville Songwriters Asso- more at Arkansas State
busi:
ciation International. The group versity where he earned a
will meet from 6 p.m. to 8 ness degree and his MBA.
Baxter continued honing his
p.m. on Monday in the Stables at Murray State Univer- songwriting skills through college and upon graduation moved
sity's Curris Center.
"Monday Morning Church" to Little Rock, Ark. There he
became a Top 5 hit and allowed immersed himself in the local

respective environments.. She
and her family live on a. small
farm in Hickman County.
Photographs. by Warren and
Whitesell will be on display
Oct. 11 through 31. An opening reception for the artists
will be held Friday, Oct. 12
from 6 until 8.
The Guild is located in the
historic Ice House. 120 North
tith St. (corner of North and
North Eighth Streets) in Mayfield. The Guild is accessible
to individuals with disabilities.
The Guild is open Tuesday —
Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Whkielfilte
tends toward the dynamic.
whimsical interplay of people.
animals, and objects in their

her career in Nashville.
At only 19. Monroe picked
up her first Academy of Country Music nomination this spring
for Vocal Event of the Year
for her collaboration with Ronnie Dunn. of Brooks & Dunn,
on "I Don't Want To." In addition to cutting the single and
starnng in the video. Monroe
wrote the song with Brett James,
Dunn, and Pat Monahan, the
lead singer of Train. She also
claims one of the highlights
of her life was performing with
the Grammy Award-winning.
multi-platinum hand Train at
a recent sold-out Ryman Auditorium concert. On that show,
she and Monahan teamed up
to sing the John Pnne classic
"In Spite of Ourselves" and
the Rolling Stones'"Wild Hors'

t
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All Gas Logs & Fireboxes
5th

Everything
A4L1St GC›!!!

LOGS
GAS
Save up to

$200

the four state region.
Tickets for Ashley Monroe
are 110. Fans are encouraged
to purchase tickets in advance
or arrive early to assure a seat.
To purchase tickets go to
www.ficketmastercom. call I877-894-4473 or visit the box
office at the Regional Special
Events Center.
For more information on the
Lovett Live series. contact
either Jason Pittman or Mae
Flint at 1409-5577 or visit
www.myspace.com/lovettlive.
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$100 OFF
West KY's
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

songwriting scene until he felt
the draw of Nashville. Renting a room in Music City, he
waited tables and worked in
royalty/administration
the
department at Bluewater Music,
while continuing to write his
songs and make the music
rounds meeting publishers.
Baxter said what got him
hooked on songwriting was the
time he was at home during
a Christmas break from college and a friend put a melody
to a poem he had written.

CLEARANCE PRICED!!

ty- n mild is
organization and member supported.

Lovett Live Onstage mimics an "in the round" setting.
bringing the audience up close
to the artists performing on
stage. Featuring a coffeehouse
scene where fans relax at tables
and on couches situated around
the stage, Lovett Live shows
are selling out and drawing
acclaim from music tans acro,

op

Super Gas Log Sale

Ashley Monroe on Lovett Live
Onstage Series Friday night
Records
Columbia
singer/songwritei Ashley Monroe will perform at Murray
State University', lawett Auditorium Friday at 14 p.m. Seating is limited to 211() patrons
, for this Lovett Live Onstage
Concert where fans are brought
floser to the music.
. With a Larcer definitely on
the fast track. Monroe has been
'racking up time on country
'airwaves with chart topping
'singles like "I Don't Want To"
and "Satisfied" off of her selftitled debut album. A relative
of the legendary Carl Smith.
Monroe's ties to the famous
musical Caner family through
her father's side spawned a
love tor country music at an
early age. She won hcr first
talent contest singing Patsy
Montana's classic "I Want to
be a Cowboy's Sweetheart" at
age 11 in Pigeon Forge. Tenn.,
home to Dolly Parton's DoiIywood theme park': When her
lather passed away a couple
of years later. Monroe began
wnting songs to help her deal
with her personal tragedy Later
she moved trom her hometown
of Knots ilk. Icon . iii pitch

1

Washington University's Li
ner Auditorium in Washingtoti
D.C. She has been listed
the Louisiana State Artist Ro '
ter and is a Louisiana Div
sion of the Arts Fellowsh'
Recipient. Hanson is featur
on several compact discs
music by renowned compose/
Dinos Constantinides, and h*
released a solo disc of favont
French melodies entitled Thi
Girl with the Flaxen Hair. *.
She received her bachel*
and master of music degree:1i
from Florida State University
where she was a student of
Hansoii
Charles DeLamey.
maintains a pnvate flute stti:
dio in Jackson, and lives oti
a farm in Henderson, Tenn::
with her husband. Kenny and
!ion, Ethan.

Nashville songwriter Baxter to speak at
West Kentucky NSA! meeting Monday

MSU graduates, photogs
showcase work at Mayfield/
Graves Art Guild's Ice House
MAYFIELD. Ky. — A Clinton. native, Earl Warren's interest in photography began at
Murray State University when.
as a physics major, he and a
Few other students taught themselves basic photography. He
began as a freelance photographer, and eventually became
MSU's first university photographer. As a Pulitzer nominated photographer. his career has
Included a position as photojournalist with the Tallahassee
Democrat in Tallahassee, Fla:
Chief State Photographer and
Director of Photographic SerVices for the state of Ten
In Nashville. s. well a. is
tographer for itic governor oT
Tennessee; and Director of
Media Services with -Baptist
Hospital in Nash% ilie. Warren

MSO in 2004, she spent 20
years as principal flutist of the
Baton Rouge Symphony and
the Louisiana Sinfonietta, where
she was frequently featured with
both groups. She has held
faculty positions at Southeastern Louisiana University, Blue
Lake Fine Arts ('amp and most
recently at the Jackson (Tenn.)
Symphony Summer Music
Camp. She is also in frequent
demand around the Southeast
as a recitalist, adjudicator and
clinician. In the spring of
1999, Hanson gave her New
York debut at Carnegie's Weill
Recital Hall, with a return
engagement in 2000. In 2004
she performed in Athens,
Greece at the historic Parnassas Theatre. Upon her return
from Greece, Hanson was featured in a concert at George
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MURRAY HIGH'S LAKEN PEAL
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TOMMY DILLARD / Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County running back Tyrrell Willis throws a halfback
pass in the Lakers Sept. 14 loss to Marshall County. Willis
has completed 3-of-3 passes this season for 60 yards and two
touchdowns.
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LAKERS WILL USE OFF WEEK TO
GET BACK TO BASICS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Calloway County head coach
Josh McKeel won't lie.
He won't tell you he doesn't
sometimes think about the
"what-ifs" of his team's season
to-date. With his Lakers balancing a 3-3 record heading into
this week's open date. McKee]
knows his squad was just a few
plays away from taking a 5-1
record and some inflated ‘unfiflamoainto the break
• Close losses at the hands of
Marshall County and Lone Oak
n games determined at least in
by controversial penalties
have left a bitter taste in the
;mouths of McKeel and his team,
and left them wondering "what

i

E

i "We have to learn from those
i
tames," he said. "The Marshall
tame, we had the facemask
nalty on the fake punt. You
nalty out of there,
ke that penalty
u've got a different game, and
sof course, take the penalties out
s!of the Lone Oak game and we
rin. We're really close to being
p5-1 football team."
!.. But with big games looming
against local rivals like
Mayfield and Graves County
and a, district tilt with Hopkins
tounty Central after the break,
McKeel and his squad don't
have time to look back.
,.. The game against Hopkins
t'ounty Central is a must-win
kir the Lakers if they want to
St a first-round playoff game
d stay alive for a share of the
strict title.
A lot of that depends, howev, on the outcome of this
County
Hopkins
riday's
entral-Lone Oak contest. If
ale Oak wins, they will claim
e district title outright. If
opkins wins. the Lakers will
ye a chante to stake claim to a
Mon of the title via a threeay tie for first place.
In the case of a tie, record in
in-district games will determe seeding for the playoffs
d could end up hurting the
kers, who play a tough schede McKeel. however, would

Fo

rather stake claim to the tie and
let the rest take care of itself.
"Even if it doesn't work out
in the tiebreaker, our strength of
schedule is going to help us," he
said.
Going into this week's off
week, McKeel said he will
spend some time refreshing his
team on fundamentals and will
give them Thursday and Friday
off.
"We're going to get back to
besiae:'1311 said IllikikamosApt 'Arc
into the season, and I have a bad
habit of this, we spend a lot of
time doing the big things —
execution, running the plays —
but I think sometimes we get
away from the little things —
fundamentals, running and
bloirking, ball security. So we'll
try to make sure we're covering
those areas."
With close to 1,400 passing
yards and just over 1,000 yards
on the ground. Calloway has
conducted a fairly balanced
offense behind the arm of Casey
Brockman and the running of
Tyrrell Willis, Jordan Bumpus
and Trey Travis. While the
offense hasn't been as dependent on Willis as the Laker faithful might have thought, they
have been helped by an emerging passing game fueled by
talented
and
Brockman
receivers George Gamer and
Chris Dobbins.
"I think we've been pretty
balanced and we've been able to
put points on the board,"
McKee] said. "We've been able
to do a little bit of both rushing
and passing. Especially in the
Lone Oak game when we had
the lead, I'd like to be able to
run the ball more and run the
clock."
For Calloway and McKeel,
the off week comes at an ideal
time. With six games behind
them, the Lakers have a chance
to refocus and prepare for their
remaining four.
"I know some people have
their off week early, some have
it really late. but I like it right in
said.
he
middle,"
the
IN See LAKERS, 313

Laken Peal does just about everything. No really, she does. How shefinds
timefor soccer is like trying tofigure out
how to score a goalfrom behind the net.
Laken is a four-year varsity soccer
player for the Lady Tigers and is this
year's captain and when she's not Just
kickin' it," she splits time as captain of
the cheerleading team, where she is a
three-year member of the National
Cheerleaders Assocation.
She was a two-year varsity track
member and qualifiedfor state as a sophomore.
In the classroom. Laken is the the vice
president ofthe Beta Club, vice president
of Tri Alpha, a member of the National
Honor Society and Quill and Scroll —
the International Honor Societyfor High
School Journalists. She is vice president
ofthe senior class, editor ofthe yearbook
staff and sports editor of the Black and
Gold newspaper staff
She has been a leader for PSI
(Postponing Sexual Involvement), the
junior class representativefor Character
Counts and a member of the 2007 Prom
Court. Laken is also Murray High
School's only 2007 Kentucky Governor's
Scholar and a member of Friday night's
football Homecoming Court.
Laken is the daughter of Randy and
Jill- Herndon of Murray and Greg and
Amy Peal of Calvert City.
Ledger & Times: What is the best

part about being a senior on this year's
team?
Peal: Seeing all the hard work we
have put in for four years now. We seniors have been together for a long time
now and I think the bond we have is
what's most beneficial.
L&T: Talk about the motivation you
guys have this year. knowing that you
were a goal away from winning the
regional last year over Marshall County
High School.
(Editor's note: Last season, the Lady
Tigers lost 2-1 to Marshall County in
overtime of the First Region champi-

onshirI)
A drawn out,"Yeeeeahhh," says Peal,
not really wanting to recall.
Peal: It's pretty much in the back of
our minds anytime we begin to think
about districts or regionals. This is our
last chance, so we're pretty determined
to make it to the state tournament this
year.
L&T: What's the symbolism behind
your jersey No. 3?
Peal: Its been my number since I was
in the second grade. Basically, that's the
only reason.
II See PEAL, 3B

ILDCAT FOOTBALL

ildcats try to end Spurrier's perfect mark against them
0.8 KENTUCKY AND
SOUTH CAROLINA
WILL BE ON ESPN
ONIGHT AT 6:30 P.M.
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
tucky quarterback Andre Woodson
members chuckling at the comments
opposing coaches like Steve
rner putting down the Wildcats'finh a year ago.
At the Southeastern Conference preson football gathering in July. the
arm-tongued Spurner got in a back-

handed slap — probably more at rival
Clemson than the Wildcats — when he
said,"We thought we did something big
beating Clemson. then Kentucky beat
them also."
The Tigers lost to the Wildcats 28-20
in the Music City Bowl last December.
It was the Wildcats fifth win in their
last six games and got them to 8-5, their
best mark in 22 years.
Woodson knows it'll take a few
more victories for the eighth-ranked
Wildcats (5-0. 1-0 SEC) to sway the
college football world that they can
compete with the game's best. They'll
get that chance Thursday night at No.

II South Carolina (4-1, 2-1) in a
nationally televised contest.
where
understands
Woodson
Spurrier's coming from — South
Carolina's ball coach is 14-0 all time
against Kentucky. But he says a win at
Williams-Brice Stadium would go a
long way to changing the perception
that Kentucky is the SEC's "doormat."
"We just have to continue to earn
respect," Woodson said. "We have to
really do a great job of coming away
with a lot more wins. That way teams
take you a lot more seriously and they
accept you as one of the better teams in
the conference."

Woodson and the Wildcats have
done a good job already.
They're off to their best start since
1984. Beating the Gamecocks would
mean Kentucky's first 6-0 mark since
Bear Bryant's SEC champions did it in
1950.
"With a couple of wins against some
great teams, the sky's the limit for us,"
receiver Keenan Burton said. "It shows
we're not the same Kentucky team."
Despite what he said in the summer.
Spurrier has noticed the Wildcats'
improvement and feels a kinship with
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks.

"He and I really have a lot of in common," Spurner said earlier this week.
Brooks and Spurrier both left terrific
college programs — Brooks at Oregon,
Spurrier at Honda — to flop in the
NFL, then got the chance to rebuild an
SEC team that consistently finished
behind Florida. Georgia and Tennessee
in the league's Eastern Division.
Plus. Brooks "likes to play golf in
the offseason just like I do," Spurrier
said. "He's a good guy. I'm glad to see
they're up there challenging."
Spurner and the Gamecocks hope to
dent that challenge this week.
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Tigers hope to slow No.8 Bulldogs' speedy offense.
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
While Fulton City has tried
to forget last year's 7-2 season
that was erased due to an ineligible player. Murray head man
Lee Edwards and his Tigers
remember at distinctly. specifically their early-October tilt
ith their tormer di strict fob.
I•ulton City escaped Ty
Holland Stadium on Murray's
lb lei:own lig a di a close 28-14
%Kim>, hut it didn't collie withsin,eral controversial calls
that went the way it the
Bulldogs.
While Edwards and his squad
haven't dwelled on last year's
game going into Fnday night's
matchup with Fulton City,
ranked No. li in Class A. you can
het they haven't forgotten it.
"I don't think there's any
doubt our kids remember last
year," Edwards said Monday.
"In fact, I've already heard
those conversations out of the
kids' mouths today.
-This is a game that we feel
is a winnable football game.
Personally. I. nor any of the
coaches, are dwelling on last
year, but at the same time, our
niemones are not so short that
we have forgotten,"
While the Tigers remember.
Fulton City has made a point of
forgetting last year, in which
they put together a surprising 72 campaign behind the speedy
duo of quarterback Aaron
Wilson and running back
Dae'ron Williams. But the
Bulldogs were reported for
using an ineligible player after
the final game and were forced
to forfeit all of their victories.
But with the integral pans.
Wilson and Williams. of that
team back. Fulton City has been
running roughshod , over the
weaker competition they've
facest.this year. outscoring their
first Its e opponents 211-49.
Williams and Wilson have combined to run for 1.788 yards on
the ground so far this season and
Williams himself already has
rushing yards.
over
"Speed kills." Edwards said.
"I don't think we can shut down
their speed. I think that's an
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height weight class
5-10 I 190

I ir,e

I Sr.

Best Sig abed summer:
The pool and the girls
Favorite Easter candy:
Starburst Jelly beans
Song you'd sing for liar/aka:
When the Lights Go Down in
the City
Nickname growing up:
Petey
I'd like to go around the ring
with:
Shawn McClure
Last video game you played:
Guitar Hero 2
Lost, Grey's Anatomy or MI:
Neither, Law and Order
Favorite chick flick
The Notebook
Pont Spice is:
Super hot
Favorite thing to eat in the
summer:
Watermelon
KYSER LOUGH./ Ledger & Times
Murray Junior John Therrell tries to shake a Ballard Memorial defender in the Tigers' 54-6 victory last Friday. Murray faces eighth-ranked Class A Fulton City tonight at Homecoming.
unrealistic goal. I think we can
try_ to contain them and make
them earn their touchdowns,
limit their long, easy touchdowns."
The -Tigers come into the
contest after playing their most
complete game of the season iodate in a 54-6 win at Ballard
Memorial last Fnday. Murray
cut down on turnovers and
penalties, which had plagued
them, and enjoyed a staunch
defensive performance, forcing
five turnovers.
They'll need an equally solid
performance from the defense to
contain Fulton City's offensive
unit which, though one-dintien..
sional. has more than its lair
share of weapons.
"Against a team that Tuns the

Friday, night's contest won't
ball as much as they do. you'd
love to be able to say let's just be Murray's first foray into
load the box and commit every- playing state-ranked competione to the line of scrimmage." tion this year. District opponent
Edwards said. 'The problem is Tngg County is ranked No. 3 in
they are so dangerous you really Class 2A this week and handed
have to keep a safety or two • the Tigers a humbling 49-6 loss
deep and just ,try to slow them back on Sept. 14.
Edwards said he feels eighthdown. They have the speed to
keep you honest even though ranked Fulton City is beatable.
but it will take a complete-game
the don't throw the football."
While Fulton City doesn't performance from his squad.
"Obviously these guys are
utilize the pass on offense,
defending it as just as foreign to not invincible, but they are
their defense. Playing in Class ultra-talented," he said. 'They
A's run-heavy First District, the have four kids that are just
Bulldogs haven't faced a spread absolutely, unbelievably gifted.
offense with the passing capa- But they are mortal men and
bility of Murray's yet this sea- they will have to play 4* minson. something Edwards hopes utes against what I believe will
his squad can use to its advan- be their best competition of the
year so far.tage.

Sound bites
"These guys are not invincible, but they are ultra-talented... But they are mortal men
and they will have to play 48
minutes against what I
believe will be their best competition of the year so far."

D2007 DiSTIUCT STANDINGS
411611.LANDIGI ILA.
2-0
Tngg County
5-0
20 "4
3-2
Caldwell County
1-2,
2.4
Murray
Heath
Rerdland

2-3

1-2 '

1-4

6-2;

LAST WEEK
Caldwell Co 56 Union Co 12
Murray 54 Ballard Memorial 6
MuNenberg South 15 Reidland 13
Trigg Co had a bye
Heath had a bye

THIS WEEK
Heath at Trigg Co
Caldwell Co at Reidland
Fulton City at Murray
1
2007 TIGER STATS
Murray
Opponents

34
41

54
52

33
48

23-144',
21 162

TEAM STATISTICS

MHS

OPP

110
107
irot Downs
Rushes-Yards
219-1250 210-920
939
763
Passing Yards
Comp-AK-Int 63-148-12 73-147-12
1848
1950
Total Yards
12-7
11-7 it
Fumbles-Lost
36-256
Penalties-Yards 40-364
we
WWWUALSTATIIMCS
RUPIING — King 124-908 6TD, Therrell
32-236 3T0. Heskett 24-119 TD,
Davis 16-53 2TD, Wells 6-26. Garland
13-20. Wicks 1-15. Darcus 1-5,
,,McClure 1-0. Holzschuh 1-0
414asswo — Garland 60-132-11 721 6TD.
Merrell 2-12-1 26, King 1-3-0 16 TD.
Kendley 0-1-0 0
RECENIMO — Therrell 21-291 310. King
26-285 310, k4cClure 4.71. Darcus 5-66
TD. Davos 2-18, Foaler 1-12. Downey 1-7
Deese 1.5. Alston 1-5. Hammonds 1-3
-Team and Individual stets provided by
Greg Gerhart

-Lee Edwards about Fulton City

Friday Night Forecast
Tim( TEMPERATURES SHOULD HOVER AROUND 75 DEGREES FRIDAY
NIGHT AT TY HOLLAND STADIUM, A PLEASANT EVENING FOR MURRAY'S

GAME

111001119COINING

yivn. TIMM III a 40 PONICONT PIANCE wiNAM.

FRIDAY'S HIGH WILL RE 88 DEGREES

68 DEGREES.
-ACCORDING TO WEATHER.COM

AND THE LOW WILL BE

Have

Serving Murray's Best Breakfast
For More Than 37 Years!

Great
School
Year!

BEAR
HUNGRY
Restaurant Fun Center 4
GAME ROOM • DAILY PLATE LUNCHES
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK (CLOSED WEDNESDAYS)
CALL 753-7641 FOR TAKE-OUT ORDERS

TAYLOR FAMILY DENTAL

1310 MAIN STREET • MURRAY

Dr. Randy Taylor • Dr. Rich Vonnahme

700 Whitnell Avenue • Murray • 753-9201

Couldn't Make It To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!
Catch All The
Football Action
On MES Channel 15
p.

612 S. 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719
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THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
MHS Tigers vs.
Fulton City
I Llis
Replayed Sat., Oct. 6, Sun., Oct. 7
& Wed., Oct. 10 at 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.
DON'T MISS A THING — HES CHANNEL 13
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SPORTS

Merray Ledger & Maws

Masthay named Game
Captain again for tonight's
matchup in Columbia

TWO-01111111TE MILL
CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS

Jordan
ROBERTS
height weight class
5-10 I 180 I Sr.

etayal
:HUH!

ti
• ___
5
mos
Amer
2-0
2-0 .41
1-2 ,
1-2 '
0-2

13

23 • 144
21 - 162

Sid NW shout talk
Leaves falling
You ..it be sorprtssd to Sewn
I
Golf
Favorite WU Ferrol movie:
Anchorman
Swig you'd Mio to sing for
isarsakw
Billy's Got His Beer Goggles
On
Favorite nen-sports twegazins:
Game Informer
lad book you road:
Lord of the Rings
*whore power you wide you
bark
'Super strength
Mode that wand the boll out
of dr
I Know What You Did Last
Summer
-- •
Pet you're *kite owe
Monkey
First celebrity mush:
:Halle Berry

OPP

2007 °enact smarm
Owssiklinnet
Ti.

1

), Therrell
-119 TO.
i, Garland
cus 1-5.

1-0
1-0
1-1
0-2

5-0
3-2
3-3
0-6

LAST WEEK
LOIN Oak 89 Todd Co Central 19
Calloway County 48 Muhienberg North 14
THtS WEEK
Lone Oak at 1401•1•8 Co Central

2007 LAKER STATE
Calloway 49 62 55 49 0 215
Opponents 14 53 35 52 6 160
TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
85
87
First Downs
Rushes-Yards 169-1044 179-1133
728
1333
Passing Yards
Comp-Alt-Int 77-132-10 62-103-2
1861
2377
Total Tata
17-9
11-6
Furreillea.0111
59-356
Pen11010-Yards 41-347

"We're two or three plays
away from our record being
better and haying a few more
checkmarks in the win column. We're not exactly where
we wanted to be at this point,
but we're not far off."
-Josh McKeel

REMAINING SCHEDULE

11.6a

Osit

at Mayheld
Hopkins Co Central
at Fulton County
Graves County

Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov

12
19
26
2

721 6TD.
-0 16 TD.

3TD King!
arcus 5-66
owney 1-7,
-ids 1-3
uovided by
39 Gerhart

FRIDAY
uswar's
•• Ram.
DECREES.
IITHER.COM

•Lakers
From Page 18
"Regardless of where we're at,
it gives us a chance to circle the
wagons a little bit."
It also may serve to fan the
flames of lingering controversy
stemming from the events that
took place after the Lone Oak
game two weeks ago. When
Lone Oak fans and players
stormed the field after their victory at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
McKeel and his sqtratrIbMIC
•offense. The pot was further
..stirred by an article that ran in

another local newspaper last
Friday.
"I don't really think anything's come of it," McKeel
said. "We're looking forward to
playing Lone Oak again in the
playoffs.
"We've put it behind us, but
as far as using it for motivation,
I do that every day personally. I
picture that flag sitting in the
middle of the field and it deli•iletly maker+ me wentits•wwifk a
little harder"

OCCURDO ASO
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

game captain honors for the second consecutive week.
from
senior
Scott, a
Woodstock, Ga., helped the UK
offense tally 40or more points for
the fifth consecutive game, a
school record. UK had 504 yards
total offense against FAU. The
Wildcats have had at least 150
rushing yards and at least 200
passing yards in every game this
season.

•Peal

INOMDUAL STATIIII1CS
RIXIONNO — Willis 48-391 7TD,
Bumps 42-190 2TD, Hargrove 20114, Brockman 39-74 310, Seay 439 2TD. Travis 9-28, Burkeen 3-3,
Burks 2-I, Treadway I -1 TO.
Littlepage 1-(-2), Garner 1-(-8)
PASSING — Brockman 80-138-10 1277
14T0, Willis 3-3-060 2T0. Burkeen 1-2-0
19
RECEIVII00 — Garner 30-974 9T0.
Dobbins 28-423 310, Gillum 6-104 TO.
Willis 6-94 210. McClure 6-61. Hargrove
3-40. Dial 2-33. Bumpus 3-27
•••

Sound bites

110
210-920
939
3-147-12
1848
11-7
36-256

By UK Sports Information
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
PunterAticker Tim Masthay and
center Eric Scott have been
named game captains for
Thursday's contest at South
Carolina, Coach Rich Brooks has
announixd.
Game captains are usually
chosen based on performance in
previous games. Masthay, a junior from Murray, had two punts in
Saturday's 45-17 win over
Florida Atlantic, both -of which
were placed inside the opponents
20-yard line. He also got good
distance on his kickoffs. Masthay
is averaging a career-best 41.5
yards per punt this season and
Southeastem
the
leads
Conference in kickoff touchbacks
with II. Masthay has earned

36

Lone Oak
HOpkins Co Central
Calloway COurty
Muhlenberg North

Thursday, October 4, 2007 • 3/1

From Page 1B
L&T: You play sweeper. Is
that a role that you particularly
like'? It's not very glamorous.
Peal: I love it. I've played
this position since I was in little
league. I guess I really like it
because I feel like I can be
someone who all the other girls
can depend on to keep the ball
out of the goal and to keep the
other team from scoring.
You don't get stats put in the
paper if you play my position
and the only time you'll get a
goal is you're lucky enough to
get a free kick. But my teammates know how hard I work to
keep our team safe from the
opposition.
L&T: If you had to pick one
person on your team to make
you laugh, who would you
pick'?
Peal: Oh, Addie Rigsby,
without a doubt.
L&T: What's the one interesting fact that no one really
knows about this year's soccer
team?
Peal: This year our team has
probably had the best team
chemistry than any other team
I've played on in four years.
Photos & Text By
-Michael Dann

Lindy Mt.,
worimlatcly tamer pricy
Ta •••a,peat nawax..
ante 1/1000

tee Nob h.•753-81142

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
1 sm.
SPEED — Formula One practice tor
Grand Prix or China at Shanghai,
Gina
BOXING
p.m.
VERSUS — Super lightweights,
Urtiano Antillon (19-0-0) on Allan
Viseyes (21-7-0). champion Fernando
Monbel (34-2-0) vs Luis MeWndez
(25-2-0), tor WBO super flyweight
championship, at Las Vegas
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
5:30 p.m.
ESPN — Kentucky at South Carolina
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour. Texas Open, first
round, at San Antonio
5:30 p.m.
TGC — Nationwide Tour, Mark
Christopher Chanty Classic, first round,
at Rancho Cucamonga. Calif
7:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA, Longs Drugs
Challenge, brat round at Danville.
Calif (same-day tape)
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
2 p.m.
TBS — NL Playoffs, Colorado at
Philadelphia
5:30 p.m.
TBS — AL Playoffs. N V Yankees at
Cleveland
9 p.m.
TBS — NL Playoffs. Chicago Cubs at
Anzona
PREP FOOTBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Daphne (Ala )at Foley
(Ala)
SOCCER
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — MLS. New York at Toronto

Locally
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:35 p.m.
WP4BS, 1340 AM— Colorado at
Phitedelphta
5 p.m.
WNBS, 134.0 AM — Loll Angeles
Anon at woman
8:35 p.m.
WNBS. 1340 AM — Chicago Cubs at
Arizona

•

Pay•ing too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS•suitutAY,ICY
.4sm
KFBI4u
ytuort_olexonder -kylbins.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
earitesseon Ilesebell
National Football LIMAN EllINNInes
AN Time COT
All Thaws CDT
DAEMON ISOM
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Asissimilweera
Bosun we. Las Aeries
L T Pet
W
Wednesday Oct 3 .
4 0 0 1 000
New England
Boston 4 Los Angeles 0. BOOM leak
series 1-0
Friday, Oct. 5
Los Angeles (Escobar 18-7) at Boston
(Matsuzalut 15-12), 7 37 p m
Sunday, Oct. 7
BOGIOn (Schilling 9-8) at Los Angeles
(Weaver 13-7), 207 p m
Monday, Oct. 8
Boston (Beckett 20-7) at Los Angeles
(Lackey 19-9) 8 37 p m if necessary '
Wednesday, Oct. 10
Los Angeles (Escobar 18-7) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 15-12) 7 37 p m if necessary

1
3 0 250
3 0 250
1
0 4 0 000
South
L T Pet
W
4 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
1 0 667
2
Tennessee
1 0 667
2
Jacksonville
2 2 0 500
Houston
North
L T Pet
W
1 0 750
3
Pntslourgn
2 2 0 500
Cleveland
2 2 0 500
Ballimas
Calcint,ati
3 0 250
1
West
L T Pct
W
2 2 0 500
Deriver
2 0 500
2
Kansas City
2 2 0 500
Orieend
1
3 0 250
&in Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
4 0 01.000
Dallas
1 0 667
2
Washington
2 2 0 500
NY Giants
3 0 250
1
Philadelphia
South
L T Pct
W
1 0 750
3
Tampa Bay
2 2 0 500
Carolina
1
3 0 250
Atlanta
0 3 0 000
New Orleans
North
L T Pct
W
4 0 0 1 000
Green Bay
3 1 0 750
Detroit
3 0 250
1
Chicago
3 0 250
1
Minnesota
West
L T Pet
W
1 0 750
3
Seattle
0 500
2
2
San Francisco
2 2 0 500
Arizona
0 4 0 000
St Louis

Buffalo
N Y Jets
Miami

Cleveland as. New York
Thursday, Oct. 4
New York (Wang 19-7) at Cleveland .
(Sabattiw 19-7). 5 37 p m
Friday, Oct. 5
New York (Pettit* 15-9) at Cleveland'
(Carmona 19-8). 407 pm
Sunday, Oct. 7
Cleveland (Westbrook 6-9) at New Walt
)Clemens 6-6), 5 37 P rh
Monday, Oct. 5
Cleveland (Byrd 15-8) at New York
(Mussina 11 10), 5 07 p . it necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 10
New York (Wang 19-7) at Clevelentil
necessary
(Sabattha 19-7) 4 07 p m
National League
Arizona vs. Chicago
Wednesday, Oct. 3
Arizona 3, Chicago 1, Arizona leads
series 1-0
Thursday, Oct. 4
Chicago (Lilly 15-8) at Arizona (Davis13-12). 9 07 p m
Saturday, Oct. 6
Arizona (Hernandez 11-11) al Chicagb
(Hill 11-8). 5 07 p m
Sunday, Oct. 7
Arizona (Owings 8-8) al Chicago, 1207
p m , if necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 9
Chicago at Arizona 9 07 p m it necesnary

Sunday's Games
Miami at Houston. Noon
Atlanta at Tennessee. Noon
Detroit at Washington. Noon
N Y. Jets at N Y Giants, Noon
Seattle at Pittsburgh, Noon
Arizona at St Louis. Noon
Carolina at New Orleans. Noon
Cleveland at New England, Noon
Jacksonville at Kansas City. Noon
Tampa Bay at Indianapolis, 105 pm.
Baltimore at San Francisco, 3,15 pm.
San Diego at Denver, a(5 p.m.
Chicago at Green Bay. 7,15 p.m.
Open: Cincinnati Oakland,
Philadelphia. Minnesota
Monday's Game
Dallas at Buffalo. 7 30 pm

Philadelphia vs. Colorado
Wednesday, Oct. 3
Colorado 4, Philadelphia 2, Colorado
leads series 1-0
Thursday, Oct. 4
Colorado (Morales 3-2) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 10-4), 207 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 6
Philadelphia (Lohse 9-12 or Moyer 1412) at Colorado, 8 37 p m
Sunday, Oct. 7
Philadelphia (Lohse 9-12 or Morm 14- •
12) at Colorado, 9)07 p m.,6 receseray
Tuesday, Oct.9
Colorado at Philedelphis Warne* 1555, 6,37 per,, a neomerv
,

Mr.

11FC00011:0
B EL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 7 5 3 - 8322
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FOOD GIANT

Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

4-EST CHOICE

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

DRINKING WATER

Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. & Sat. Only

2$
for 5
Hamburgers

e?

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

•

,
144
•

Tender
ork BBC.?
y The Pond

$15e.

(B-EST CHOICE

750

HAMBURGER
PICKLE SLICES

*

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

SAUSAGE
Williams
Sausage

Fri. &
Sat.

Fri. a Bor. Only
'ST CHOICE

PINTO OR GREAT
NORTHERN BEANS

4J-ICY SWEET

STRAWBERRIES

IN OUR DELI
KNOTTS ORIGINAL STYLE

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

RIBS

$12
Slab

7
I.

L15

10

y

(WILLIAMS

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00

•
1
•

Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. & Sat.
Only

— WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIALS...

-wee

4111•71awilisy, October 4,2067
Murray Ledger & Meld
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error Munay Ledger 8 Timm eV be
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insertion My error shook' be reported immediately so correcOons can
be made
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DEADLINES

Nada

66.23 Column beck 60% Diecount 2nd Run,
% Discount 3ed Run.
rAll Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
43-35 per column indi extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/

Sart Swe
Tao*
Ileantry

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Cla.staheds go into Smart Saver)

Fri*

ser-Var, t.214 1I,7i .5s .1,144, • Vaill .144:01, 5)•
• ' YVF6eSITP Al/NUJbXth. s SIAJII

Sane

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

Invitation to Bid

Propesals submitted by Tall should be,addreared to the Housing Authority
of
Murray. 716 Nash Drive, Murray KY 4/2071 and ehould be plainly marked
WI
Arh Steed Renovation with the bidder's name and the date and time for
the
reteipt of bids All proposals eubmitted by mail must be at the Main Office
by
the date listed above and will be held unopened at the Main (Mice
of the
Authority until 10 AM at which time they will be opened with those that
have
been hood delivered Eased Hide are not acceptable
Bid pa. kegs.. may be obtained at the Main Office Monday through Friday
be. W....11 the hours of 11AM
4 I'M
All intereaded contractors moat attend a Pre-Bid meeting to be held on October
11421347 at 10 AM at the Ellis Community Center at 6141 Ellin Drive, Murray KY
to familiarise themaelyes with the esuiting conditions
Bidderii are required to provide a Bid Bond in the amount of 5'4 of the bid
:imount for bids over 8100,000 00 and the successful bidder will be required to
furnish and pay fur a sidefmtury Performance and Payment Bond in the amount
..f !tor, of the ['mired amount Surety for both the Bid Bond and the
Performance/Payment Bond must be from an acceptable qualified firm listed on
the I' S Tresaury Department Circular No 57o
I Mar.-tone automating bids or being considered for Boa work ,hall be
en-ed to perform such work by the state in which the work in located and o r.
it. to carry (:ener•I liability Insurance and Worker's t'ompensation
11,111.11.• In the amount specified in the bid documents l'ontractor shall
sill.
,rot esIdenre of auch before hie bid rim!, be opened or considered
Attention ia islkd to the fact that wagon not kora than the Davoiliacon Wage
Rates a. publish.' by the S Ikpartrnent of Labor must be paid on thin
pror
All l'ontractora shall be required to comply with the equal employment
requirements of the Federal Carvernment All Contractors will also be required
io comply with the stipulation. contained in the Contract Work Hours and
tivivty Pteitebtrat Act and to cart* to complueme at tbe
egwWl4.a014 TAW TToTk
Bo Authority reeq-ves the oght to rekct any or all bide and to waive any irreg•
ulantwa or informalities in the bidding No bids may he withdrawn for • period
of sixty #60i days subsequent to the opening of bids, without the coneent of the
Authority
1101#1411410 AUTHORITY (IF MURRAY
BY Faye Dodd Executive Director
DATE This 15th day of October. 2007
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BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the fonowing posi
lions
Certified
Nursing
Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britlhaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641S
Benton.
KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE
BFiliti4AVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for Vie following posi
Hans Full-time LPN
We offer compel:five
wages and an excel
lent benefit package
Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
(*Mayer or Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

PSYCHIC
READINGS
"ice, hop on all
problems of hfc
Mrs Ana

270-767-0508

A child needs you.
Become a loam parent, up to $35/day
INKUMF s
270-443.9004
AVON 04 help needed.
577 420-6587
:Hahne'Property
;Management
:Curnpany•seeking•
Mull ham Asemetans
lamas! wall bookkeeping irspenence
1 4:aug Fres Wcaktorce
Veckgroorxt
scieenang lieneets
*Up& Opportunity
EmPloyer • Please tax
resume to (270)759inns

l

rb
Now hiring
days &
nights.
Must work
weakands.
FT/PT
TWO
(2)
Customer
Service
Rspresentabves needed. Basic computer
stole a must arid sue*:
Nnt phone skills/vacs
needed Above average equity rile plus
commission
Send
resurrN011
10
Pico
Products. PO
Boo
383, Murray, KY 42071
or
into0pecoproducts co

DISCLAIMER
When Accssing the
'help wanted- scslion
i.e 1041t IASSItied,
wehpagc ar
murraytedger som.
iou will he redirected
to pitmetwisl sign
By default.
114:1173), and local Joh
listings will appc.0 01
this wetwitc
a national
*chute. not all listings
on the pb()C1Wird. 4.:0111
are pla.cd through
the MWT3) Ledger
Al times Please call
us if sou hate an
questions regarding
the MIIIT7 die]
141 listings Think you

FT
Production
Assistant
Peco
Products
LLC
is
accepting applications
for a qualified person in
our graphics department producing trade
show
displays
Computer
Skills
required. and a very
basic knowledge of
graphic
terminology/graphic
concepts. Photoehop &
Al No 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to Peco Products. PO
Box 363. Murray. KY
42071 or
info0pecoproducts co

FULL time position
available for busy doctor's
office
Send
resume to PO Boa
205,
Murray.
KY
42071.

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking
for sea.sonal production to
worlkn the afternoon shift(4:00 p.m.10:30 p.m.)and third shift(12:30 a.m.6:30 a.m.). Pan-time schedules are
available for 30-hours. Monday through
Friday. Benefits include paid holidays,
productivity rewards and employee
appreciation events. A drug screen and
background check is required and provided by the company. Applications
will be available to those individuals
who apply in person at the Murray
BRIGGS & STRATTON Plant at 110
Main Street or you may apply online at
www.briggsandstratton.com. Please
come prepared to provide previous
employment history and references
(previous factory experience preferred).
Come and join a company with an
established reputation of excellence.
BRIGGS & STRATTON is an Equal,
Opportunity Employer.

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the for
lowing
positions
RN/LPN 10P-6A M-F
full time SRNA 6A-2P
une Anyone Inter
rested On becoming pert
of our teem may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care.
402W Ferthirwa St
Mayfield KY 42066

BRIGGS & STRATTON

Outside Plant Installer/Repair Techniclan
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
Cooperation (WKRTCC) is requesting applications for an Installation and Repair Technician
Applicant's qualifications are high school diploma with two years of telecommunications education or equivalent work experience Two
years experience in the installation, pole
climbing, and maintenance of telecommunication/electronic equipment are preferred
Proficient knowledge in video and telecommunication technology a plus, good customer
service and ability to work with a team is critical A valid driver's license and insurable drivers record is required
Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, physical and drug screen poor
to final job offer WKRTCC otters a generous
benefits package including medical, dental,
arid vision coverage, pension and 401K
WKRTCC does not discriminate on the basis
of race religion, sex, age national origin or
disability Applications for the position are
available at the Kentucky Department for
Employment Services 319 S 7th St in
Mayfield, KY and 1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray.
KY and will be accepted there until October
15 2007
No Phone Calls Please

Laual Opportunity Empioyet

PT to work in Home Health
Full-Time Position
Therapist to work lull-tinte

in
Regional Home Care - Parkway
Qualifications Must base K
and TN PI
License MO at least one year expenence as a
VI Home Health expenence preferred, hut
not required. Hourly salary plus mileage

For more information, contact:
Bob Ambler, Director
Regional Home Care -Parkway
2000 Holida) Lane
Fulton, KY 42041
270-472-0070
8:00A N1-4:30PN1
Fax: 270-472-0894
kn I alual I )pp.inimits. 1 niploN

IthreW

HELP WANTED
Part/full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week
$9hr after paid training
Benefits
1 -888-974-JOBS
TO79100207
HOUKKEEPERS
Apply al Bayrnont Inn
& Sutras
Experience helPful
NOW taldng appliesnon* for all posillOne
end MI shifts. Apply
In person it Sortie
DrIve4n, 217 S. 12111
Murray, KY. No
St
phone calls.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Eyelike Child Core
available for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact dirty'For at

emnçyces

lbsieng Authonty of Murray. KY will receive bids for furnishing
all labor.
materials, equipment and service required for the renovation of
an existing
hoildiug on Ash Street, Murray KY for a computer learning center Bids
will be
,,,ei.ett until 10 AM, local standard time, on October 26, 2007
at the Main
oto e of Die Authority at 716 Nash [knee, Murray. KY 42071 At
that time all
hols received will be publicly opened and read aloud

FESTIVAl
Weekend
Sale al Hitoung Post
Gifts
in
Aurora
Discounts up to 40%
Fri through Sunday
10AM ',PM 474-2266

Enroll your child now!

Ictfted

103110
Naga

PART-TIME
Office
Assistant at Rica] CPA
firm
Busy phones.
attention
to
detail,
good people skills, professionalism arid confidentiality
required
Reply to P0 Box
1040-W. Murray. KY
42071.
STEVEN G. Secora.
CPA/CFP firm seeks
CPA
Compensation
commensurate
to
experience
F ax
resume to (270)3822781
GOOD pay, great benefits and will he pay
for
college
Call
(270)978-5461

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

809-3899
Or E-mail
comic scartoroirglAtmurra state du

4,t

4

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.4
5
p.m. to 4 p.m.

I

060

Elm

150

Hie WIMP

Articles
For Solo

LECTURER,
Department of History.
Murray State
University Full-time, 9
month, non-tenure
track begins August
2008_ Must possess
MA in history or closely related social science held and experience in teaching World
Civilization courses.
Knowledge of and
teaching background
in World Civilizations I
(to 1500) and II (since
1500) is required.
Ability to teach 200and 300-level history
courses and develop
more courses at same
levels desirable. Must
show potential for success in teaching.
research, and professional service: field(s)
of experbise open. 12hour wrinahlryu4osel
each semester,
research and service
Deadline: November
2.2007 To Apply
Send letter of application addressing
required/desired qualifications, current vitae,
two current letters of
recommendation.
course syllabi, and
student evaluations to
Lecturer Search,
Department of History,
Murray State
University, 68 Faculty
Hall, Murray. KY
42071-3341 Women
and minonties are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity
M/F/D. AA employer
PART-TIME &
positions
available.
front desk
Please
apply in person at 1202
S. 12th St.. Murray. KY

is

Sötde
now hiring a kill-time,
day-time dishwasher
Please apply in person No phone calls
TRUCK dnvers Local
company Good starting pay A benefits
Home weekends 2
years OTR expenence
489-2138

Orikkirs
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years expenence
270-759-9553
HOUSE cleaning
Cabins- apts
759-9031
978-6554
LOOKING to sit with
the eiderty. Wan (nurse)
5 days a
week
Available hours and
salary negotiable. 20years
experience.
(270)759-2130
SIT with elderly. cooking & house cleaning
10 years experience.
Have references
270489-6123.
270-227-4403
WILL clean houses
Please cal 293-5806

Email us at
milrfuralsOye.mm

THE Paducah Sun
seeks
independent
contractor
in
the
Murray area Serious
inquiries only Please
call Kim at
270-575-8793.

Calloway County
Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
7,1_4(1.>p

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

JAZZY Power Electric
Chair. Real good condition. $800. 227-4439

Computer
Connection

403

1

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES
Now
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on
the
Court Square. Huge
Selection,
Great
Prices! 753-0530

Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sates/Ssrace

Networking Sere*
Lmer Fitts& Lapp &spit

IMAC, G3, 40GB desk
top. white, 8295 and
Toshiba Satellite 60GB
15.5 inch lap top.
Windows XP. $495.
436-5610

WINTER upnght piano.
Good
condition.
Excellent starter piano,
$800. 270-753-5549

PRIME LOCATION! 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2_
(479)750-4811

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified
Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

lin

Wad to BUT
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

riot' Front and
'
decks,
refrigeratoi,
oven, washer, drys/
.
and CA-VA unit included. $15,000 will negoik
ate. Call 227-1124 :
2003 Clayton 16x0c,
3br. 2ba, vinyl sidith),
shingle roof, extra nItie
(270)489-2525

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell hdweii

753-9075
(270)227-2193

150
Artie:Ms
For Sid

99 Fleetwood 16x7d
2BR 2BA, very pnvals
one acre lot. Lynn
Grove area, all applii
ances. $45,000 or furnished $52,000.
(270)293-8
933
GOVERNMEN.T
FUNDS available fbr
first time home buyerR
Zero down, your land
or family land. Ends
10/15/2007.
731-5644109

(2) 125 gallon aquan
urns wrth light, filter
stand. heater. $250
each 753-0089
LARGE
SELECTION

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person, lots of lets. digital,
ozonealor. water fall,
cover. retail $7.300,,
must
sell
$3,600
(573)300-1031

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 7531713

VI.

3BR 2bath mobile ;
home for sale near '..
hazel Needs minor
work. $ 9,50000
1-888-214-0654

STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352,
753-4582

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

tioniss For Sses

1995
Fleetwoott
Reflection 16x80' 3BR
2BA
New laminate
wood floors and fans.

SATELUTE System
FREE
Get S 4-4430m PRES.
FREE DVR or hit)
upgrade.
FREE
6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE
of HBO
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$2999 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

140

IL

210

120
Computers

&NOW

1964 C60 truck. V8,
16' grain body with
hoist, $2,650.
(270)382-3915

NEW 3814 singiewkle
on 1 acre lot, moveM
ready,
rentals
no
$51.500
(270)978-0921

12X24 storage building
wAront porch. New.
$3,900 firm. 492-8222
BRAND new Maytag
portable dishwasher.
Never used. $250 firm.
Excellent
condition
Amson ladder deer
stand. $100 hart. 7614155

subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Howse Delivery
Local Mail
Wallower)
3 on.
6 me.----ULM 3...--$33.66
o...
-MOM
1 yr.-399M
t yr.-3144AS:

FRIGIDAIRE electnc
dryer, works great $50
Serta queen WO box
spring
$25
Call
(270)339-4092
HO Televisions
Come
Olympic
by
Plaza to sae our selecbon of HD televisions:
Rai screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers &
TV
carts
Beasley Antenna &
&Mate. 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used. 1--slate, solid
wood, carved legs, fell.
act package. retails
for
$4.500. selling
$1,500,
must
sell
(573)300-1031

Rest of KY/TN
1Parrear•8.1[0411.411. I
2

3 mo.-.-$711.58
6 me.-MAIO
1 yr.--$1211.10
Cheek

Money Order

Visa

IXVC

Name
I St Addrees
I
City
I State

I Daytime Ph.

,

16X:
.vate
.and
,ane
Avai
• $42'
4

.or '
.2BR
;non
(271

Mail thia coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 43071
(in call 12701 753-1916

:1BR,

a
11111E

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & 'Buses

-MCII:.

INSIDE YARD SALE
South 4th & Mulberry, the old
AME Church
Fri. & Sat.•7:30AM -

IL111111r.":111M 4011.1LJCIFE4101144
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!
P
fiestamvIesy„ Osst. 2501Its, Alt 110600 JILJIML.
777mo Lames Cfgovveiy, Etetazezatmll Esstistat"
A literniart nor Oval! MINI Of leifease-romso., IK V
At The, Colcivirastaer tCorrarriunIty
From lekirray At The MSU Football Stadium, Take Hwy 121 Northwest 8 MIA
To The
Cononurely, Turn Right On Hammond Road'Hwy 1836" And
Proceed North 4/10 Mils, Cross The New 4 Lane And Proceed On 2/10 Wel
Co Line
2 Mlles SE Of The Greves-cesiow

MIN

Over 1,000 items. clothes, designer
suits, like new, $15 - size 10 & 12,
household items, lots of old doors, windows, wood, old organ & old piano,
t00IS, hunting & fishing Items, lots of $1
items. Everything must got

.A%- ie.
7
-inkI.- IIFIC IF_ S.
•liar
III 5 Tracts And us Combinations

MC Registered
Bloodhound pups wen
ful registration. 2
ternales. 3 metes tell,
id red. Senous
inquiries, Meese
270-748-5427

641N to 464, turn right, go 1.5 miles
to entrance to Old Almo. Yellow
doublewide on right 1519 Almo Rd.
Saturday • 7AM-3PM
lawnmower. ioveseai, chair. table. NO Oaf, chest

A Good Location For Calloway Or Graves County
Treat 1 - .872 Aare
ams,
•ValiA 3Oakum Disk & DiVose
•

Yale*

5 FAMILY YARD SALE

A Nice Little Calloway County Setting
Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
HomesItes - A Neat Country Home

Family Esse - May 1191m Landry Esau - PM Ilmiwaal
Hardens/ Ali Caput - Wird Swim
Meet & Oleeell
I
Shown

Registered
MC
Bull dog,
English
female. 4 years old.
$1,000 060 753-4111

Tract 5 - 4L1119 Acres
'
Ferselestd, Dandies
co./ens/too or notes
28.1 Acres Ars le Thr CM Program MO
Or The Entire Property!
An Aiwa 14~011 $1,812.00

:. 283

.Ls

YARD SALE
508 Lee St.
In Woodgate
Subdivision
Sat 7:00-1:00

1300 Oakhill Drive
Fri.•7AM-? & Sat.• 7AM-12PM

Visit WWw-jaansalarcassiz-eionnt
For New Survey And Tract Details!
156 Down With A Minimum Deposit
Of $3,000.00 Par Tract, Balance In 30 Days

.JIANIES WI- CASH
7,35 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
I
R
t
I 11IC' FANCY
"1HE SELLING MACH/NI

k.

solid oak entertainment center, wicker
shelf unit, large 7' Christmas tree, utility
car, Maytag washer, drapery material,
Icing & full size bedroom comforter sets,
nice framed pictures, rugs, dishes, Dell
computer modem, wrought iron chandelier, lots of nice clothes: sizes 10, 12, 14

8,ciate,LAND AUCTION

5

or sale:
ivory.

11111100111D11112110O Iff WA LAMM A8IN1111/1151 RAW MEM/VW
FROM 11181414.11 MILES FROM
e Mei ARE. $
ITIMORML GOLF COURSE - GREAT RECREATIONAL FROMM

7 or
4

Vir

ant piano

iondition
ter piano
3-5549

BUILDING SITES, MINI-FARM
TRACTS, GREAT DEER, TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
GENTLE ROLLING CROP LAND,
BOOSTING OF FINE STANDING
TIMBER PINE OAKS -CHERRY,
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT OF
in Tracts & Combinations
LAND IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.
REAL. ESTATE TRACT ACREAGE: TRACTS OF 12 ACRES -15 ACRES 20 ACRES AND 22 ACRES. BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION. OR ENTIRE
PROPERTY! Immediate Hunting Privileges!!!!!
Excellent interior Roads With Gravel Throughout Farm!
Groat opportunity 7-0 Purona,o Prime Hurmog I and A Make A Wise Investment'

1.95.9374c7c.:

leetwood
'x80 3BR
laminate
and fans.

:14,1611

frigeratoi,
or. dryei
rut induct
vill negoli•1124 :

)n 16x4),
nyl
extra nig*
25

nobile
near
Is minor
0.00
554

16x7
ry privaMt
, Lynn
all applir
)00 or fur)00.
33
N ME
ailable fbr
me buyers
your land
and Ends

ya
singlewide
A. move-in
rental's

AUCTION HELD AT CALLOWAY CO. FIRE DEPT.*
ON larn. IMO514 POTTIPMEMMO
Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit ratgtharijaagotions,com
neAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Dove, Day 01 Sate Balance in 30 Days A 10% Bow
Premium W9l Be Adds:To hoe! Bats And Inducted In Contract Sale Price
Select Timber Reserved From Auction

H A iiitnit* A. II
K

ot, I{anal Mar Itelorig

Vd

FIO

Prcotr...•,•••,o A.., '

•

0-3

11
0
.
:ibthib St HI. 46 Norte • Mayfield. KY 47088 ,
(710) 24/ 3763 • 800 380 4318
VI all nun Winlaulto: WINVE.harrisawakm8.cum

REMINDER:
2 1)it Auction:
I ri. Oct. 5th & Saturda. Oct. 6th
2014 College Farm Rd.
10:00 AN!
Paul 11 ilkermins 888-740-5214

4BR 2BA, all appli
ances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances Included.
767-9948.

ABSOLUTE WATERFRONT
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 20th •10AM

603 Chestnut, 3 BR, 2
bath apt. Deposit, reference, lease.
270-227-3331

'Location: 520 Moon Bay Dove, Kuttawa. KY. From 1-24
take Exit 40. Proceed west on U.S. Hwy. 62/641 to State
Route 810 South. Turn Left and proceed to Sale Site!
NOTICE: Case Number 07-50T/2394/- Acre
Moon Bay Harbor. This Water Fronl Ptopeity itt WSW On
Beautiful Lake Barkley in Lyon Co.. KY nod 1.50 cOmplilad
condos at Moon Bay Harbor Condominium Development
This property it b be offered in lots, tracts, and in its entirety
NO IIMNIMUNSI NO RESERVES!
PREMIUMS!
NO

BRAND new
duplexiarge 2BR, 1bath, washer/dryer
provided, quiet
neighborhood, no
pets. $575/month +
deposit 270--293-6430

121
'

For mere Intermsees ore detailed brochure,
contact tench Bros. at (270)376-2992
Email: LDBunchfisol.com, or visit Our website at
wetwburichbrosauctionnmity.eom or
www.auctIonzip.com, ID #18111
asti conked Ands wall balance doe vett New
• Tan, 10% down 45
pry al deed maw days Possum:a ra closing Each buyei *44
for
• be responstee rarasauclurs asessarnenl as set Ions in 110/4
ayse si dosing,

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
RED DAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

381R 1.5BA, immacuate condition, extend
ed lease required, no
pets. References and
deposit required. 1116
Faulane Dr. $750 per
month. 270-293-4602
3BR 2BA, hardwood
floors, $450 month. No
pets. 701 Broad St.
270-293-4602
38R, 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard, appliances, $700/mo. +
University:
NEAR
deposit, references,
Extra large, 2 bedNO PETS. 293-0247
room apt. with very
BRAND new 313R 2BA
large living room, all
incl. home in subdivision.
appliances
Concrete dnve, patio,
washer & dryer. Lots
of closet apace. large rooms, $750 Per
month Call Angie
Central elec. heat and
air. $350. deposit, 293-8738
$350. mo., $250. mo.
1st 2 mos. 270-227Storage Rent*
5006 or 270-753-4560
Sam to Span for
ASP Warehousing
appointment.
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
270-759-5555
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
FOR Rent:
Equal Housing
Boat & RV storage
Opportunity
12x36 units
TDD #1-800-648-6056
11x12 garage doors
NICE 2BR duplex
Monthly/yearly rates
Carport. No pets.
(270)978-0559
227-3054 or 753-7457

1

113Peseas For NH

BR in county. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
&
Lease
deposit
required. 753-4109
IBA, newly
2BR
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 10th. $425
month. 270-293-4602
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month
759-9046, 978-3953
2BR, 1-1/2 bath, all
appliances, no pets.
references & lease
required. Call
753-7522
3BR, 11/2 bath, family
room, 1603 Parklane
1 $695 month. $1,000
security deposit
(270)474-2520

AVAILABILITY

1
-111111-1
1

Silerven J Suncb Aocnoneer
Roy Bum* - AsKiloolNK, RE Ilinsbar

BUNCH BR 8.i
A LIC770N IL REALTY,INC

nreona

P o KO% 175
ININGO. KENTUCKY 420811
ran (1/In 1 • MI 7
0701 I TS-21112

Ei

leen For Rent

,16X80 38R 2BA on pn
,vale lot. Close to town
,and school All applifurnished.
.anes
• Available November 1
• $425 per month plus
deposit Call 753-7930
; or 293-1761
,2BR. 1 bath 5 miles
; north
Murray.
of
(270)752-0461
•
gelwasairibli

11
:

•1BR, venous locations
4200-S300 Coleman
*RE 753-9898

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
2BR 113A, all appliC/H/A.
ances.
641/Northwood.
270-753-0259
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo
293-7738 293-1446
213R duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898

1 For Net
4ousse
131:
[

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

Saturday, October 6th 2007 00 2:00 PM
Locabon: Nighthawk Dr., Racoon Dr 4 Meadowlark Dr. Murray, KY (Porterlown
COMMuelly)From Murray. KY take Hwy 94 East 2 Nees to Hwy 280 Proceed East
5 miles on Hwy 280 (Pottertoven Rd.) to Poplar Springs Rd tnen proceed 8 miles to
Wildcat Dr then 1 Mile to Nighthawk Or Signs Posted!

3yr old AOHA sorrel
with flax mane & tail,
gelded, $600.
519-1202

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

MN BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Clime% Control

753-3853

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
HURRAY

Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Hnside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
'Safe & clean
oNe sell boxes!
4We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Prop. ForHontl

1',,) 1 1

MOVING
SALE
102 Gilbert St.
Hazel
Friday 8-4
Saturday 8-12
Furniture &

lots more ,
(270)556-7648
BENEFIT
SALE
114 Stokes,
Puryear
October 5 & 6
8AM-4PM
good clean clothing men, women,
& children. Lots of
this and that.
Come & browse.

YARD
SALE
Hwy. 121 North
In Stella next to
pottery.
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-4PM
Clothes and misc
items

GARAGE/
MOVING
SALE
1533 Spring Creek
Fri. & Sat• 7A11-?
collectibles (bells,
brass, Christmas,
LOTS of elephants),
WW & children
clothes, treadmill,
Nordic Track, mirrors,
lamps, more, 1995
LINCOLN Town Car

MURRAY
Courlsguare. Pnrne
retail location for rent
or lease. Over 1800 sq
ft. Available Nov 2007.
(865)705-5812
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8,800 S.F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
security
system
$1,800/rno
270-293-9349

DOG Obedience
436-2858

rem-.

512 Washington
Dr., Almo, off
Coles
Campground Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-4PM
baby clothes &
items, home
decor, dishes

Mewl
Homes For Sais

GARAGE
SALE
606 Elm St.,
behind Weeks
Community
Center
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-12PM
girt clothes to 2T,
adult clothing, knick
knacks, baby bed,
Thule car rack

rd.
Friday &

Drill press, bikes,
basket weaving
supplies, misc.,
clothing, misc.

GARAGE
SALE
2016 Carol Dr.
Oct. 5-6
Open 6:30
Christmas decorations, Christmas trees,
fumrture, lamps,
glassware, toys, nice
comforter set (queen
size), bird house collection. ladies & men
clothing & lots more

**OWNER
FINANCING-•
405 S. 5th St 3BR
'IBA, $2,000 down
$395 month. 753-2222

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

110 Ash St.

753-1816 227-0611

752-0456 978-0742

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
94E across
from Hope
Harbor Church,
2 miles out
Fri & Sat
7:00-?
Everything from
baby items to
antiques
•

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
Harvest Land
Ministries
1306 S. 12th across
from Murray Toyota
Thursday 9AM-4PIA
Friday 9AM-4PIA
Saturday SAM-12PM
Miscellaneous &
special sized clothes
& plus, infant,
maternity

STORAGE
YARD SALE
off South 4th
Street, behind
Needline
Oct. 5 & 6
8AM-?
furniture, appliances, clothes,
lots of misc.

GARAGE SALE
2016
Brookhaven
off Robertson

Saturday
2.000 square feet
and
space
office
adjoining 2,000 square
feet living space downtown. 978-0698
4 bay shop for rent
location
Excellent
4600 month Call
753-2905

Down sizing
everything
must go!
YARD SALE

Call Us wO Will be
glad to help

VINES

For Ron(
I
plibrents
IgAl
[

7AM-2PM

FULL Blooded
Dachshunds.
Miniature, red, short
hair, 6 weeks old.
1-270-376-5711

LARGE 4 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

Tract 4 - 17.182 Minn - Mika Abadan

42071

3335 St Ftt.
121S
Set. Oct. 8

Everything priced
nght.

Tract 3 - 11.575 Acres - Lets Of Trees

2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Bieck with ten
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
1
eels
~Mr.
113,996.
270-293-4802
IA Dodge Durango.
Great shape, asking
$3,800. Call 979-2229
or 978-9220
16 Dodge Nein.
72,000 original miles,
great gas mileage,
automatic, cold air.
$2,800 or otter. 270435-4483, 270-97813954
96 Ford Taurus Nice
clean car, runs good,
95,000 miles
759-4908
13 Dodge Intrepid.
IIIPON Feta
Looks, runs good.
165,xxx miles, one
LAKE Ilargelar 1+
owner, 41,700 060.
acre Mks access with
'85 Dodge Power Ram
e.
free boat
4x4. Air cold, 360
I terms
$29.
motor, new trans.,
Cas
04-3154
good rubber, $1,000.
767-1954
72 Chevy Nova. 4 dr.,
307 cubic in. Runs
136 acres, 113.8 till
able. Clarks River good, $900 759-9904
Bottom property local
ed off Bethel Rd at the
Vase
end of Cook Lane,
Contact 270-759-1967
Grand
Dodge
2003
Excellent
5 to 295 acres. West Caravan
Possibe condition
Calloway.
$5,400
owner financing. 489- OBO. 270-382-3114
2116. leave message

1.99 ACRE WATERFRONT wIN) dock
bull! KY Ws
$09.900. Only onrri
Cal owns(
615-515-5550
BY
SALE
FOR
OWNER. 10 ACRES
overlooking KY Law
approximately 3/4 ais
of TVA frontage. New
Harlin , KY. DAM Ion
hunting. Has b05 do5t
secluded.
is
$82,000.
270-753-4984
PRIME sieskont, iese
view end access
acreages at bargain
prices.
kyteltases.com or
caN 500-704-3164

YARD
SALE

CHIHUAHUA pup,
small female, long
hair. $325.00.
(270)382-2831

of drawers, toolbox, tools, glassware, knidi knacks,
comforters, sheet sets, curtains, stove vents, most
clothes 1/2 price lots of men's and women's
clothes - all sizes, Chnstrnas decorabons, fans,
bird feeders, sleeper couch, chair, swing frame

Tract 2- 3.118 Acres
Mr A Good Maws Bare

ownS

Thursday, October 4, 2007 • 511

3BR 1.58A brick home.
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900.
1116 Fairlane,
270-293-4602
3BR. 1 bath house in
hazel, started remodel
but needs to be finished. Call for details
1-888-214-0554
4 bedroom brick, 2bath, CAVA, on 2'
$165,000. Other listings al
allthelistings.corn
(270)753-4109
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500,000 +, sale price
$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease: 3BR
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt.
270-759-9046,
270-978-3953
I \1 \11 111 I I
111 III RI 1 II I

ti

to,1,1% ers.i 11111

NEW 3BR, 2-Bath,
2,430 sq ft. w/1,730 sq.
ft. living area. Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area. 293-1681 or 2930234
construction.
NEW
116
FSBO,
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 4BR
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile, carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747.
752-0624.

Times Fair
Murray Ledger
Housing Aci Notice
All real estate advertised herein
o subled to the Federal Fair
Housing At which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminanon based on race, color,
gion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or miention to intik, any such preferences.!mutat.... discrimination
2001 Harley Sportster
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale. rental or advertising 883 Custom. Pear
it real estate based on factors in
1200
with
white
addition to those protected
upgrade. 293-2212,
under federal law
759-1934
Vile will knowingls actept MIN
advertising for reaf estate which
11 ,101 in •loiation or the law All
persons are hereby informed [
IRA Puts
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunits base.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Counsel
14. 15. 16 inch
Rene l' %lam,(70648-150
Starting at S20
mounted

USED TIRES

•••••••
0.P1111p.v,

Call 753-5606

BIG YARD
SALE
2648 Coles
Campground Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
clothing, shoes, toys,
lowelrY. qcait. quo kV,
chest. Christmas
wrap, tree & decor,
glassware, books &
magazines, potted
plants, free box.

mu-revledger e
V1'

loam nivorayledear.a
' ft
/ft

;

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since I 9Ko
24 swum wows
Res Com . & Intl.
Licensed & Insured
All :jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
proisealtailIfsa
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up. delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1:1
Mitchell Bro..
I.

77;3-1537
TRAVIS
ASIIIA I:11"
11.ildinu
10\1 IR 11 11'.

2711-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Calloway
Trash Servire
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$15(MO
7614246 213-404.1
CATHY'S
Walipapenng,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-660€ 731
498-8904

PRICE REDUCED!
91' Mercury Grand
One
Marquis LS
owner Really babied
Call 293-0347
2001 Pontiac Grand
Prix SE. 4 dr., silver.
102,xxx. Excellent condition. $4,000 OBO
435-4244

CONCRETE
Work:
Walls, floors, rookies,
dnveways.
patios,
sidewalks. decorattves
Call 270-493-0144

CIASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*leech over I million
readers with one cal!
Contact the class/hod
department of this
newspeper or cat KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
piecing a 25 word classified in 70 newspapers
Ii only $250
AUCTIONS
*Auction- October 10,
10am.
Dozers
Loaders,
Trailers,
Trucks & More. 1035
Paint Lick Rd. Berea.
KY RMI Al Thompson
KY #RP7096, 1-304824-5904, WWV4 rmiauctions corn 10%13P
*Equipment Auction
Saturday.
October
13th. 10am Weatherall
Company,
Concrete
1311 Beech Street
Kenova WV Pictures
and listing available at
www adkinsauction co
III Larry Adkins #736
304 733-4265
BUILDINGS
•Arch Steel Buildings.
Canceled orders 8
Repos. Only 3 build-ings left, 25x34
30x32.Pay only balance' Call Now 866
352-0716

night
L
sans hours raining • provided No selling Transportation- 3702
required. FREE details W Minnesota Street,
Indianapolis. IN 46241
tinny 1(738 corn
Immediate Hes 'Start
•SUPERINTENDENT/ driving this
ek• Call
FOREMAN: Rafael or
ye*, 888Established Employee- 346-4639
pay raises
Owed Co seeking
in 1st year. 'Daily or
Superintendent/ weekly pay. •Up To
Foreman reel 10 years 43cpm.
•Equipment
experience in all areas less than 3 years old
or heavy construction. Company
0/0
&
Able to travel as need- Positions
available
on
based
ed Salary
Start your career wrth
Send Knight 4 months 0TH
experience
resume to PO Box required Owner ops
37270. Louisville, KY 8 0 0 4 3 7 - 5 9 0 7
40233 or fax 502/992- senww knighttrans corn
3734 EOE- M/F/DN
*Driver Don't lust start
*Wanted Life Agents, your career, Start it
Great
daya
Earn $500
right, Company sponBenefits
Agent
sored CDL training in 3
paid weeks Must be 21.
Commissions
dailyLiberal Have CDL? Tuition
Underwriting- Leads
reimbursement, CAST
Leads, Leads LIFE 866-917-2778
License
Insurance,
required. Call 1 888- •Onver Pitied a larger
paycheck? Class-A 8. B
713-6020.
CDL training in lust 2-3
HOME
weeks Job placement
IMPROVEMENT
assistance 1-866-244•Buy Wholesale White 3644 Truck America
Training
Pine Kiln Dried Logs
Dovetail and Saddle- VAWI.tatall coin _

*Steel Buildings Buy
now with discounts
3040, 40x60. Seale°
Limited
Inventory
Shop/ Storage use
606-310-1676
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention Homeowners
wanted Display homes
wanted for vinyl siding.
windows, roofs. baths
Guaranteed financing,
No payments until
January. 2008 Starting
at $99 month Call 1
800-251-0843
•We Do Salvaging and
Let us
Demolition
know about your old
warehouse, buildings.
barns you want gone
We specialize in tobacco barns and warehouses Also buying old
lumber 270-755-2964

notch
Beams
Log
Siding, Log Home Tnm
Tongue-Grove Contact
Brandon Cook 1-800467 3006
INSTRUCTIONAL
*Airlines ARE Hiring,
Train for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FM approved
program Financial aid if
qualified Job placement assistance Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387
*Attend College Online
from home Medical
paralegal
business,
computers criminal jos
lice Job placement
Financial
assistance
aid and computer provided if qualified Call
8 66 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www Online TidewaterT
ech corn

Owner
*Driver
ONLY
Operators
Regional freight from
$1 20pm
Louisville
average, Home often A
weekends Plates available NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at
T&T, 1-800-511-0082
Regional
*DriverPay
New
Drivers
Package, 37 cpm w/2
years expenence Full
benefits package, home
every week. CDL-A w/6
months
experience
required Call 877-3549036 or apply online
www averittcareers co

*Dover Sign-on Bonus,
Guaranteed Homehme.
Company or Lease puravailable
chase
BC/BS. CDL-A and 6
experience
months
required 800-441-4271
KY-100
ext

*Can You Dig It? Heavy
Equipment School 3wk *Drivers Class-A CDL
program
Drivers needed w/haztraining
Backhoes, bulldozers, mat For local positions
recent exp
trackhoes Local lob (2 yr
placement asst SUM required) 502-452-1098
EQUIPMENT
werw.abdrivers.coin
nowt
dm
OM
digging
Poet S&L!
167"497 or bee-707
Class-A
-Drivers
•Sawmills from only 6886
Drivers Needed for
$2990 Convert your
to 0TH HOME EVERY
Learn
Training
LOGS to VALUABLE
12 yr recent
Heavy WEEKEND
Operate
your
with
LUMBER
exp required) 1-866Equipment Statewide
own Norwood portable
Placement 2 7 0 - 2 6 6 5
Job
band sawmill Log skid abdnvers corn
Assistance 1 to 4 week www
dens also available
available
programs
MORE
*Driversvow* norwoodindus
Enrolling Now, 1-866.- MONEY,
Sign-On
tries corn FREE inforAmerican
280-5836
36-43 cpm/
Bonus
1-800-578mation
Equipment
Heavy
Si 20pm $0 Lease/
163 e xt 500-A
Training Teams Needed ClassHELP WANTED
www amhet corn
)). • 3 months recent

•Administrative
Sullivan
AssistantUnrversity (Lexington)
is seeking an administrative professional for
the Academic Services
onicti
Requires
Associate degree one
year experience excellent
communication
skills, ability to multitask, answer questions
and concerns accurate
ly and manage the
daily operations of the
office
Submit cover
letter
to
resume
cderioore0Sullivan edu
or Carlisa Moore, 2355
Rd
Harrodsburg
Lexington KY 40504
EOE
*Awesome Travel Job.
18-23 guys,' gals to
travel USA with coed
buslriess group representing map. Hip-Hop
Rock & Rol. Fashion
and Spoil publications'
fur
Transportation
rushed Cal Tiffany 1
800 979-0018
• Construction
General
Louisville
Contractor has immedifor
openings
ate
Concrete Carpenters
Laborers
Concrete
and
Finishers
Moat be
Operators
Cal
wiling to travel
502 239-2848
*Wake a change in your
future The US Navy s
National CAN to Service
program only requires
• 15 month active cluty
ittir after rebel training
Exceptional benefits'
15 000 signing bonus'
Advanced hands on
Jump-start
training,
your We now by calling
us at 1 800-282-1384
to tee it you duality
home
Wart limo
based interne, busi
nos* Earn cm,
month or much more

MEDICAL
•Absolutely ho cost 10
you, All brand new
wheelchairs.
power
and
beds
hospital
Immediate
scooters
delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-1111 to qual
11`,

0TH required 800-6358669
•Drivers- Up to 44c mile
includes Sc bonus Paid
BCBS
orientation
insurance, low premiClass-A COL
ums
required 866-834-2065
wens. transportamenca COT

REAL ESTATE
*Autumn Lake Sale,
Dockabie Lakefront .8
Lake Access with FREE
NOW
Slips
Boat
$19,900 SAVE TENS
THOUSANDS'
OF
Gorgeous private lake
Call now 1 888-792
5253 X1553 www Ind
antaketn corn
*lake Bargain, 1. acre
lake access with free
boat slips $29.900
Great terms Call 800704-3154
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

have
We
*Drivers
freight, 4 regional post
lions avail immediately
CDL-A w/ tanker req'd
Call 8774843061 or
apply online° oakleytransport corn
•FedEx Ground 0/0
TEAMS. Fleet owners &
Husband and Wife
welcome
Teams
Incentive Opportunities
Home weekly. start 0
98 CPU and St 249
Hub Fuel 1-866-832E039

CA'Gnstroceso,
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
'Vinyl siding
Home Improvements
(270)970-2111
UceneedrInsureo

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7176

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd robs
you clon't have Irma
" for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

General Contracting

LANDOWNERSTARm
ERS:
Are coyotes, raccoons,
beavers or other animals MAIN you problems? I can help, my
service may be free
during trapping season. Steve 978-2747

Quicker. Better.
Cheaper.

293-8688
SPOTTY
DRY
VARDS7
Need fall
over seeding

FREE

Aeration & Liming

'NEEDITIEFF
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Handyman Seniors.
AB

laird IlitCh
437-4407
270-210-6268

TRENCHING
131 ie.' 3951
731-336-5288

oeli
rarod
No Fib
ZI.
Free eatiamies.

surriyeildver.comn
111rWer.,

www..per.

•i

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3311

.1. 'V. '
.r •
•
,o,
risen...teer ann. swine miireasriarieer eons

Commercial / Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

PublrePPoçt
ea:
z
neatiartdth:it,i
eis411"li

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

ts
Snead

i T
tRtonaid4v
r
;
y2
tin
an

at.
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their
own risk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger 8
Times, nor any of as
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

FREE puppies. About ,
7-8 weeks old. Mother
chocolate
a
is
Bay
Chesapeake
Retriever 8 father is a
yellow Lab. We have 9
available
puppies
Please call 270-2935896 or 270-839-2412
FREE to good home:
female Catahoulaelue
Heeler mix.
Approximately 2 years
old 731-641-8131

Wildlife Refuge Week brings special connection
Snapping pictures of soaring The week-long celebration is Festival will feature The Big Sit.
"It's a funny sounding
eagles, watching a beautiful also part of a year-long comwoodpecker at a suet feeder. memoration of the 100 birthday name," says Manager Karen
bow hunting with your child, or of pioneering conservationist Pacheco," but we hope to
encourage folks from all walks
just walking in the woods, thou- and writer Rachel Carson.
"Sixty years ago, Rachel of life to come out to the refuge
sands of Americans will be making a special connection with Carson wrote that wildlife Visitor Center and spend some
nature during National Wildlife refuges provide a 'release from time watching and identifying
birds that happen by as you sit
the tensions of modem life,—
Refuge Week Oct. 7-13,
The National Wildlife Refuge said U.S. Fish and Wildlife and enjoy the view from your
System, with 547 national Service Director H. Dale Hall. lawn chair. Field guides and
wildlife refuges nationwide, "They do that and more. binoculars will be available, but
protects approximately 97 mil- National wildlife refuges also you can bring your own."
"The refuge Youth Archery
lion acres of fish and wildlife promise outdoor adventure to
habitat. Scores of national children growing up in a digital hunt will also be happening that
wildlife refuges, including Cross age, whose idea of nature might weekend on the refuge, and we
Creeks NWR, are offering spe- be watching animals on televi- encourage adults to get their
cial programs to celebrate sion. Refuges offer. the real hunt permit from area bait shops
or at the refuge office and take a
National Wildlife Refuge Week. thing."
Stewart and surrounding young person hunting. The
The week highlights the six
wildlife-dependent recreation County residents can experience refuge will be closed to all other
uses offered on national wildlife 'the real thing' at Cross Creeks hunting for this weekend."
For more information on the
hunting, fishing, NWR on October 14th from 6
refuges:
wildlife photography, wildlife a.m. to 6 p.m. The cost is free. Big Sit or the refuge hunting
observation, and environmental This year's Cross Creeks program, call 931-232-7477 or
education and interpretation. National Wildlife Refuge Week stop by the refuge office at 643

Wildlife Road, Monday through
Friday, 7:00 am to 3:30 pm.
Last year more than 39 million people visited America's
national wildlife refuges. There
is at least one national wildlife
refuge in every state. Families
in most metropolitan areas can
find a national wildlife refuge
less than an hour's drive from
their front doors.
The National Wildlife Refuge
System's more than 2,500 miles
of land and water trails appeal to
visitors who come to bird watch,
fish, hunt, photograph nature,
hike, or just to be outdoors. ,
"Once people know about the
great things we do, they flock to
refuges)
wildlife
national
whether as visitors or volunteets," says National Wildlife
Refuge System Chief Geoffrey
L. Haskett. "We welcome them,
during National Wildlife Refuge
Week,and throughout the year."

Program to present evidence of Pennynle 'ice man/
The Little River Audubon
Society presents *The Little
Complex:
Clovis
River
Evidence of Ice Age Man in
Christian County, Kentucky.' at
Lake Berkley State Resort Park
urn Tuesday. A multimedia presentation. by Carl Yahnig, expert

on early civilizations of native
Amencans in the region, will
begin at 7 p.m. in the Elizabeth
Hooks Meeting Room of
Barkley Lodge. The program is
free and open to the public, and
refreshments will be served.

ice restaurant, Windows on the
he explains.
Audubon Water. Besides the lodge, Lake
River
Little
Society, a regional chapter of the Barkley has cottages, campNational Audubon Society, ground, heated indoor pool and
meets the second Thesday of -fitness center, outdoor pool, 1
&tasters and Both..
course-. martua - -1910
-rW)
at Jeners tuna Environmental 'vat ramp, and hiking trails. roi
Murray Slate University and
about Lake Barkley
information
in
Center
taught in the Hopkinsville and Education
School Hopkinsville. For more infor- State Resort Park, call 1-8007
County
Christian
visit
or
Systems for 34 years. His mation on monthly meetings or 325-1708
Lake
research specializes in Paleo- becoming a member, contact www.parks.ky.gov.
Indian/Ice Age artifacts from the President David Chiles at Barkley State Resort Park is
near Cadiz, 29 miles west of
Little River Clovis Complex, "a jdchiles@mchsi.com.
Barkley Lodge is home to the Hopkinsville. Take US 68W to
piece of the puzzle of the initial
colonization of the New World" regionally-renowned full-serv- KY 1489.

Yahnig will share informstion from his 40+ years of
research and artifacts from his
vast collection. A native of
Pulaski County, Yahnig earned a

Horoscope

licesslas War

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for the weekend approaches, you could degenerate into a happen- make headway. 20
AQUARIUS (Jan. -Feb. 18':
ing.
decide that a splurge is in order.
Friday, Oct 5, 2007:
**** Others reach out for yelti7
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Work through problems with LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might smile even **** Accept the limelight gra- Do you want to maintain an att)consistency and determination.
tude, or let go of a problem?
ciously, but also work with the
though you could be overThis year you'll get far because whelmed by what is going on. problems that come from such That decision will color the
of your ability to endure, under- Sorting through communication visibility. Understand that some- remainder of your day, for better
stand and work with others. is a full-time job Once you shov- times you might need to spruce or for worse. Think in terms of
Your feelings often are very el through confusion, simply lock up or update your image to fit letting go.
PISCES (Fob. 19-March 20)
intense, and a general need to back and enjoy the moment. your new status.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) *** Easy does it. You get conrisk comes Out. Develop a hobby VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
or an outlet for all your fiery *** Know when your hands ***** Reach out for what you fused when dealing with someyou care about. Remain carenergy. You will be happier, as are tied. As much as you might want. This might be one occa- oneand willing to explore altemaing
sion when you can dream the
a problem or
through
sort
to
like
are
you
If
you.
will those around
tives. You find that your ability to
incredible dream and make it
you cannot at
single. you will have an even misunderstanding,
get ahead of the game comel
happen Use the p.m. to further
this immediate Juncture. Time
greater desire to socialize. A proves to be your ally. Follow this project. Luck also falls into out through being nonjudgmen,
relationship comes through a YOU r instincts.
tal.
place with strong desire.
friend or fnendship. If you are UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
attached, the two of you might ***** You might want to step ***** Work with someone BORN TODAY
have more tiffs than usual, yet back this morning as you directly and don't worry so much. Basketball player Grant Hill
your bond is becoming more observe what is happening. By You might be creating more (1972), 21st U.S. President
Chester A. Arthur (1829), TV
problems than necessary by
intense and closer. You both the afternoon, you are clear
host Allen Ludden
might feel quite vulnerable. Dealing with people successfully thinking too much. Deal with oth- game-show
ers on an individual level. You'll (1917)
Meetings
happens naturally
Connect with LEO for fun.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Owner
'Midwest
Needed"
Operators
*CHERRY BLOSSOM 81 05 guaranteed ALL ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
way
your
GOLF;COUNTRY miles Generous fuel **** 'Muddle
surcharge Guaranteed through confusion and underCLUB. Georgetown
weekends
stand that you might not be able
Voted #1 public access horne
to convince others that you are
by Reeler and dry van
golf
course
right Be smart, don't worry, You
2500-3000 mites aver
GolfWeek Magazine
change it Through roleJoin us for your next age Frontier Transport cannot
modeling, you will get much furCall 1800)991-6227
round or outing
ther
502-570-9849
Flatbed TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*Regional
PAYING
NOW
Drivers
TRAVEL
*** Be available even if you
Earn might want to run in the other
mile"
$ 40,
*DAYTONA 500 PACK
550.000 PLUS 6% direction and cocoon Of course
AGES' Includes race
Bonus, Home every you can stay home and screen
tickets. hotel & race
weekend and 1-2 times calls, but the situation could only
Call
transportation
per week. Great bene- become more difficult Make an
1Travel
Tipton
Lynn at
fits including 401K, effort to work min a comrade
800-498-0133(Eel 232)
6mo LI 8 Class-A CDt. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ALSO Family vacations
req d Wabash Valley **** Though you mean well.
and Honeymoons' 15
Inc
your words get twisted and upset
Transportation,
experienoe,
years
8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5 you. if no one else Stop
Breathe You will have time to
TRUCK DRIVERS
www evIonline corn
straighten out what seems like a
HELP WANTED
•We have drivers pro
difficult situation If you don't
Drying meted to earn $83.000 stand on ceremony. a resolution
411
Truck
will
School Training for this year, How much
will appear.
YOU earn? Excellent CANCER (June 21-July n)
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Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr Mom Mark Anderson

I
First
would like to
thank readers
for
their
recipes, WCood my famloved
ily
them. I've
included
and
them
another tine
for you to try
for your family.

7 LAYER MEXICAN DIP
by Mr. MOM
In a large deep tray, spread the
following according to directions by
laser
2 re or cam Bean Dip
I IR or avocado dip
1 pi sour cream with I pkg dry
Taco mix imn well before spreading
Thick and Chunky
I it oz
Puente any mild, medium, or boil
1 can npe olives isliced
1 or green olives (sliced
I bunch green onions chopped
fine)
1 lb grated mild American cheese
Mime in food processor
•••

Mexican Lasagna
By Reader Unnamed
3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive
oil
2 pounds ground chicken breast
2 tablespoons chili powder
2 teaspoons ground cumin
1/2 red onion. chopped
1 (14-oz) can stewed tomatoes or
fire-roasted chopped tomatoes
I cup medium taco sauce
I I IS-ouncel can black beans.
drained
I cup frozen corn kernels
Salt
8 IS inch) spinach flour tortillas,
2 1/2 cups shredded Cheddar or
shredded pepper pick
2 scallions, finely chopped
Preheat the oven to 425 degrees
Preheat a large skillet over medium high heat Add 2 tablespoons
extra-virgin olive oil - twice around
the pan Add chicken and wince with
chili powder, cumin, and red Mee
Brown the meat. 5 mmutes Add stewed
tomatoes or fire-roasted chopped tomatoes and taco sauce Add black beans
and corn Hear the mixture through,
2 to 3 minutes then season with salt,
to your taste
Coat a shallow baking dash with
remaining extra-virgin olive oil, about
I tablespoon oil. Cut the tortillas in
half or quarters to make them easy
to layer with Build lasagna in lay-

ers of meat and beans, then tortillas,
then cheese Repeat meat, tortilla.
cheese again Bake lasagna 12 to 15
minutes until cheese is bubbling
•••

MEXICAN DIVE
By Reader unnamed
2 pounds hamburger meat
onion (chopped)
I 1/2 tablespoons chili powder
I teaspoon garlic
I can chili
I can pinto beans
2 cans cream of mushroom soup
2 cans cream of chicken soup
IR pound of cheese
I can of Ro-Tel tomatoes
1 bag of Krogers chips
Fry hamburger meat and anon
Put chili powder, garlic,, drain grease ;
Add can chili, can panto beans, cans.
cream of mushroom soup, cans cream
of chicken soup.cheese Add Ro-Tei:
tomatoes, bag of Kroger; chips
cheese, pinto beans, chili. soups. 1/2can water and then put chips in Put
cheese on top of it and pet in oven
for about 20 minutes or until cheese'
is melted
My family agreed with what my
daughter said 'That's a keeper' and
I hope your family will also' Keep
those recipes corning, email us an .
innnommunayebellsouth net or write.
MR MOM at Murray Ledger a:
Times Let's enjoy going SOUTH''
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of workir of the Murray Sheet Department making forms for concrete
to replace the sidewalk tom up
oil Poplar Street The photo was
tzaneStaff Photographer Bernard
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Births reported include a boy
t• John Michael and Kimberly
Snead and a boy to Jeff and
Tiffany Valentine, Sept. 7; a boy
14- Tammy and Steven Brandon,
*pt. 29; a girl to Kimberly and
Riot:mid Myers. a girl to Michelle
aid Stanley Paschall and a boy
tdcStacie and Conan Bear, Sept.

40 years ago
The home of Harlan Kemp,
located south of Lynn Grove, was

destroyed by fire this morning,
but contents of the house were
saved except for some antiques
in the attic.
New officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star are Janice Nesbitt,
worthy matron; Bill Moffett, worthy patron; Euldene Robinson,associate matron; Charles Jackson, associate patron; Nell Robbins. secretary, Belva Dill, treasurer; Judith
Jackson conductress; and Alma
McNeely, associate conductress.

50 years ago

"-20 years ago
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Murray-Calloway County
Clamber of Commerce will spun.
so their second annual Fall Festiyal in the Park on Oct. 10 at
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
- Births reported include a girl
to Kan and Phillip Bush, Sept.
27: and a girl to Cindy and Billy
Potts, Sept. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Fairris
sire married for 50 years Oct.
4!
,
Rev. Jeff Fuller is the new
pastor of Locust Grove Baptist
Church.

30 years ago

A depth of 3,956 feet has been
reached by the drillers of Standard Oil of California who are
drilling for oil on the Pearl E.
Cherry farm on Ky. 121 North,
Murray.
Eighteen school mates of old
Uttorback School met Sept. 28 at
the home of Mrs. Frank Overbey
for a reunion. Unerback School was
located on the Benton highway.
Joe Pat Anderson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Orville Anderson of Murray, received his degree from the
University of Tennessee 'Medical
Units, Memphis, Tenn.. on Sept.
23.

60 years ago

Dr. Paul Lyons Jr. has been
alipointed as chairman of the
department of vocational-technical
education in the college of industfy and technology of Murray State
University. He has been a member of the faculty of the MSU
applied science faculty since 1956.
Published is a picture of JohnChildress with the first deer
br_Ought in from the Tennessee
I3ow Season.
...Helen Hodges was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.

Murray Training School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America presented a program today at
6:15 a.m. on Radio Station WHAS,
Louisville. Members interviewed
by Frank Cooley, WHAS announcer, were J.R. Story, Alfred Lassiter, John Boggess, Ralph Morris, Joe Miller and Jack Mayfield,
and chapter advisor, Bobbie Grogan.
W.B. Moser showed two films
on "Diet" and "Care of the Eyes"
at a meeting of the Murray High
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
Association held at the school.

Friends' workout rivalry
'Artery hardening'
is no laughing matter
uncommon in younger men
DEAR ABBY: A friend and
I have the SAM personal trainer. Occasionally, he has used
me to make her work harder.
Yesterday he worked me
very hard, and so I called her
to tell her that she would need
to eat an extra protein and
complex
carbohydrate
because he
had worked
me unusually hard, and
she would
be worked
hard. too.
Dear Abby She is very
competitive
and called
By Abigail
while
me
Van Buren
her husband
was present to tell me that
she had done better during her
workout than I had.
I have laughed off other
comments she has made, but
I think this is her way of
keeping herself on a higher
level than I am on. I recently lost a lot of weight, and
she is now on a diet to make
sure she stays smaller than I
am.
As you can see, this has
upset me, and I am tired of
her one-upmanship. Am I overreacting'?
-HURT
IN
ARKANSAS
DEAR HURT: Competition
is a two-way street. Its time
to either find a different trainer or stop competing with your
friend.
Getting in shape and stay-

Todayinlilstory
":?•

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 4, the

WO day of 2007. There are 88
days left in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Oct. 4,
1957,.
the Space Age began as
the Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite,
into orbit.
••'' On this date:
'
- In 1777, George Washington's
troops launched an assault on the
&ash at Germantown, Pa.. resultori /N.In `te 1-1 1 I I

ing in heavy American casualties.
In 1822, the 19th president of
the United States, Rutherford B.
Hayes, was born in Delaware, Ohio.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini conferred at Brenner Pass in the Alps, where the
Nazi leader sought Italy's help in
fighting the British.
In 1957, Jimmy Hoffa was elected president of the Teamsters
Union.
In 1957, the situation comedy
"Leave It to Beaver- premiered

on CBS-TV.
In 1970, rock singer Janis
Joplin, 27, was found dead in her
Hollywood hotel room.
In 1978, a funeral mass. was
held at the Vatican for Pope John
Paul I.
In 1980, some 520 people were
forced to abandon the cruise ship
Prinsendam in the Gulf of Alaska after the Dutch luxury liner
caught fire; no deaths or serious
injury resulted.
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' OULD YOU CHEC8 AND SEE Ig I
LEFT MY MATH BOOlc IN MY
ROOM, MOM/

ney. Constantly comparing
yourself to what others are
doing is not only unhealthy,
but can also be dangerous. A
word of warning: Many people have injured themselves
doing this, and have torn themselves down instead of building themselves up.
DEAR ABBY: I have a
friend I'll call "Louella" who
constantly repeats stories she
has told me before. My husband thinks it is all right to
interrupt her and remind her
that she has already told the
story.
I think the polite thing to
do is let her finish and react
as if I've never heard it. What
is the appropriate thing to do
when you've already heard a
story once, twice or 10 times
before?
-HEARD
IT
ALREADY
IN
PORT
ORANGE, FLA.
DEAR HEARD IT: If you
have heard the story once, let
Louella tell it again. However, if she is repeating the stories more than once, I agree

with your husband. It is not
rude to speak up and point
out that the story has been
related to you before.
If Louella is literally telling
the same stories as many as
10 times because she has forgotten that she has told you,
it could be that she is in the
early stages of dementia. As
a precaution, her family should
be told so that, if necessary,
she can • be evaluated by a
physician.
DEAR ABBY: I work as
an animal control officer, and
today I was again called to
the shelter because of yet another dog bite. (The person is
now facing surgery to repair
her chin.)
Please advise your readers
that when they visit a shelter
to adopt a pet or just look,
putting their fingers and hands
in the cages can be both risky
and dangerous. I wish I could
say that unfortunate things
never happen, but they do.
Please remember 'it's not
your dog or cat. You don't
know its temperament or what
illness it might have. You can
bring that illness home to your
own pets, or worse, spread a
disease from animal to animal. -- NO MORE BITE
REPORTS, PLEASE, IN
NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR NO MORE BITE
REPORTS:Thank you for stating the obvious because it
appears that people need the
reminder. I am told not only
does this happen at animal
shelters and pet shops, but also
Thought for the day: Do
not put your fingers and hands
-- or chins -- where they don't
belong. This can save you from
pain, regret and doctor bills.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My 39year-old son was recently diagnosed with "hardening of the
arteries." I have heard of this
condition for many years but
have never known exactly what
it is, why it happens and what
the prognosis is. The
doctor didn't go into
a lot of
detail
but
did say it
was
very
unusual for
a person his
age to have
hardening of
the arteries.
By
Dr. Peter Gott There is a
narrowing
of the lower part of the aorta,
and sometime in the next few
weeks he will have a stent
put in. He is a smoker, and
the doctor just told him he needed to quit smoking and keep
his cholesterol under control.
Just four years ago, my 39year-old daughter died from a
congenital heart defect. Could
the problem my son is having be caused by a congenital defect? We have a history
of children being born with
birth defects in our family.
DEAR READER: Hardening of the arteries is an archaic expression that refers to
age-related calcium deposits in
arterial linings, leading to heart
disease, peripheral vascular disease and other serious consequences.
Your son is extremely young
to have such a metabolic problem. Granted, there is a strong
family history of cardiac disease, but this is no reason to
withhold aggressive therapy.

To begin with, your son must
stop smoking, take cholesterollowering medication, exercise
regularly and lose weight if
he is stout. Next, your son needs
to be under the care of a cardiologist, who can prescribe
the medicine and testing he
needs.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."
DEAR DR. GUM I am
a 55-year-old, very active,
healthy female with an inguinal
hernia. Is my only choice a
surgical repair'? If so, when
should it be repaired? Also,
should it be repaired with or
without mesh? If I ignore it,
will it go away'?
DEAR
READER: An
inguinal hernia is a weakness
or defect in the muscles of
the lower abdomen. It is uncommon in women. These hernias
never go away. They enlarge
over time and should be corrected surgically. There is no
hard-and-fast rule about when.
If the defect is small, surgery
can be put off. In contrast,
large hernias often need prompt
surgery (with mesh to provide
additional strength).
The main concern with
inguinal hernias is the possibility of incarceration, when a
loop of bowel slips through
the opening, twists and kinks,
leading to considerable pain and
a surgical emergency.
I recommend that you discuss your options with a sur-

geon.To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report "An .
Informed Approach to Surgery."

Cootractiirldge
Last dealer.
North-South sulnerable
NORTH
4AQ1
IP 8 73
•7 4
+K 1953
WEST
EAST
•10 7 3
+9852
•A.Q 192
•64
.395
•Q1Oft?
4.6
4Q 7 •4
SOUTH
•K 4
VK 105
•A K 6 3
4A 10 82
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead
queen of hearts.

In the actual deal, this would result in
down one.
Yet there is a way of assuring the
contract regardless of how the clubs
lie. The problem can be resolved
very simply if you allow West's
queen of hearts to hold the first trick!
No matter what he does next, you are
guaranteed to score at least nine
tricks before your opponent' can

scare fivt.

Suppose West decides to continue
with the jack of hearts. In that Case,
you win with the king, cash the ace
of clubs and lead another club. If
West follows suit, you finesse, vs bile
if West shows out, you concede the
queen to East.
This method of play ensures that
only Last can gain the lead with a
club. If he has a heart remaining, it
means the hearts were originally
Assume you're declarer at three divided 4-3, so you finish with nine
non-limp and West leads the queen of tricks. If East doesn't have a heart,
hearts. How would you play the you score 10 tricks.
hand?
Now let's say West does not conLooking at all 52 cards, it is obvi- tinue hearts at trick two, but shills to
ous you can score II tricks if you another suit. In that event, you win
is in the heart with the king, cross to his return, cash the club king and
the king of clubs and take a club finesse East for the queen. If West
finesse against East.
wins the trick, he cannot run his
The trouble is that very few hearts, and again you make the condeclarers Ft to see their opponents' tract.
cards during the play. So. with the
Thus,there is nothing that can stop
location of the queen of clubs you from getting home safely — prounknown, declarer might try the per- vided you refuse to take the king of
centage play of cashing the A-K of hearts at trick one. That's all there is
clubs in hopes of dropping the queen. to it.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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I WOULD HAVE
WRITTEN SOONER,
BUT I HAVE THIRTY
OTHER PEN PALS AND"

LIFE
'
S LESSON
NUMBER
FOUR THOUSAND
AND FIFTY..

1 Salary
5 Lout
9 Do alterations
12 Pickling
ingredient
13 Hayseed
14 Crusty dessert
15 Descartes first
name
16 Divas solo
17 Coffee server
18 Home tel
20 Bogged down
22 Retirement plan
25 Hardy s dairymaid
27 Burn soother
28 Jazz instrument
29 Rain protector
33 Snag
34 Jacques friend
35 Deli loaf
36 Whip
38 - up (abate)
39 Ring out
40 Cato s highway
42 Jumbo

43 Yacht mooring
46 Flair for MUSIC
47 Caviar
48 Ostrich
relatives
51 Munitions
55 Table part
56 Frisk about
57 Anthracite
58 JAMA readers
59 Auction site
60 Long past

1 Kind of dance
or paint
2 Yeasty brew
3 Rev the engine
4 Surface
5 Bikini tops
6 Not lust mine
7 Sapporo sash
8 Paper
quantities
9 Cowboy gear
10 Blarney Stone
site
11 P oceed
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Twin Lake Club releases
youth hunt results
NEXT HUNT IS SATURDAY; CHAMPIONSHIHP OCT. 12
Staff Report
Twin Lake Coon Club recently held their third
and second youth hunt. Results from the youth
hunts are as follows.
Results from the Twin Lake Coon Club Third
Hunt.
Casey Conner and his dog Krinkle Knnkle won
the the hunt, scoring 375+ an a one-hour hunt.
Cast One first-place winner was Isaiah Necbles
hunting Round-up, followed by Riley Hamlet
hunting Johnny, Trever Feller hunting Jukie and
Mason Ghore hunting Dizzy
Cast Two first-place winner Was D.J. Smith
hunting Hawk, followed by Joseph Russell hunting Fletcher and Justin Russell hunting Shark.
Cast Three first-place winner was Jacob
Russell hunting Mo Junior, followed by Kelcee
Hamlet hunting Buck, Mark York hunting Rooster
and Jamie Russell hunting Willie_

Cast Four first-place winner was Casey
Conners hunting Knnkle, followed by Matthew
Conners hunting Bandit and Taylor Dumas hunting Ranger.
Results from the Twin Lake Coon Club Second
Hunt:
Cast One first-place winner WAS Matthew
Conners, hunting 'Crinkle. Mark York, hunting
Rooster was second, Blake Mcleod, hunting
Cooper was third and Riley Hamblin, hunting
Buck was fourth.
Cast Two first-place winner was Stan Paul
Bur-keen, hunting Junior. Isaian Neeble, hunting
Round Up finished second. D.J. Smith, hunting
Hawk finished third and Casey Conner, hunting
Hoss finished fourth.
Overall winners were Matthew Conner and
Stan Paul Burkeen.
Another hunt will he held on Oct.() and the
Championship Hunt will he on Oct. 12.

Photo Submitted
afterwards. The next
Fourteen youth who attended the Twin Lake youth hunt pose for a picture
youth hunt will be this Saturday and the finals wit be held on Oct. 12.

Soccer still
a draw for
youth
CHICAGO (API — On a
perfect September day, Christian
Felix trots across a trimmed,
green soccer field along
Chicago's lakefront. He takes a
pass. sees an opening and scores
a goal for his high school varsity team.
It's a scene familiar to many:
The air is getting cooler, schools
are back in session and soccer
season is under way. On a recent
afternoon, dozens of recreational, high school and grade school
teams descended on Chicago's
fields for practices, scrimmages
and games.
It was a scene doubtless
replicated in cities across the
country -- by all accounts, soccer is more popular than ever
among U.S. children. In 2(X/6,
more than 6.5 million children
between the ages of 6 and 17
played the sport regularly,
according es the fiesenewe Good
Manuta).luring Association. a
trade organization
Hut many enthusiasts believe
the recent recruitment of professional superstars from other
countries to U.S. professional
teams could bnng even more
buzz to the sport.
David Beckham — also
famous for the film "Bend It
Like Beckham- (in which he
only appeared in archival
footage I and his mamage to former Spice Girls member
Victoria Beckham -- took a
$6.5 million contract this year to
play for the Los Angeles Galaxy.
The Chicago Fire signed
Mexican superstar Cuauhtenax:
Blanco in July And Juan Pablo
Angel joined the New York Red
Bulls from Colombia in Apnl
and is now one of Major League
Soccer's top scorers.
"When you have players like
David Beckham who are playing professionally in the U.S., it
gives young players something
to look up to. something to
admire.- said U S men's national soccer team spokesman
Michael Kammer-man
Christian, IS, readily ticks
off a list of his favonte professional soccer players.
Ronaldo,
"Cristiano
Blanco,
Cuauhtemoc
Ronaldinho." said the sophomore at the Chicago charter
school Noble Street College
Prep
Bur whether such star power
inspires more youth soccer playor simply boosts the proers
file of Major League Soccer —
is yet to he determined. Youth
soccer has gained steadily in
popularity despite soccer's lightweight status in the clubhouse of
Amencan sports
Rich Costello, who coaches
soccer and oversees Amencan
Youth Soccer Organization
operations on ('hicago's North
Side, said he has noticed more
interest among his players in
professional soccer
"You'll see a lot of
Ronaldinho shins, a lot of professional soccer player shirts."
Costello said, refemng to the
Brazilian soccer star
The link between professional and youth soccer in the U.S.
began almost 44) yeam ago, said
Jack Mickel. director of museum and archives at that Soccer
Hall of Fame in Oneonta, N.Y.
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